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Abstract

Consumers have long relied on ratings measures to help them make choices among goods

of heterogeneous quality. With the growth of the New Economy over the last 10 years,

it is becoming increasingly possible to aggregate information and create ratings for many

industries. My research focuses on the effect of quality ratings on consumer choice, the

social benefit of the quality signals, and on how well firms that develop ratings signals can

capture a share of the social benefit. I examine these issues using data from Netflix, the

on–line DVD rental service with mail delivery, which also provides a rating system that

aggregates the preferences of the people who use their service. In the first chapter I use a

reduced–form specification to analyze the Netflix ratings database and estimate aggregate

demand for movies. The second chapter develops a structural Bayesian learning model and

assesses the effect of ratings on DVD rental behavior. The last chapter is dedicated to the

analysis of consumer and producer welfare as a function of the information created by the

ratings system.
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Chapter 1

Impact of The Average Rating on DVD Rentals

Abstract

I formulate a discrete choice utility model to study the influence of average ratings on

the demand for movies within the Netflix system. I assume that feedback ratings reflect

consumption and use them to estimate demand models at the aggregate level. I estimate

several nested logit specifications assuming that ratings are used by consumers to form

expectations about quality. Consumers take the average ratings into account depending on

their informativeness. The average rating is a more informative — or precise — quality

signal if more consumers submit their feedback to Netflix. The informativeness of ratings

might also depend on the genre or the age of a movie.
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1.1 Introduction

The online ratings systems became more important with the development of the Internet

and online retailing. The average rating and the number of prior consumers are statistics

that are used most often to summarize previous consumers’ experience and resolve later

consumers’ uncertainty about quality. In some markets, like DVDs, online videos, or con-

sumer electronics, such quality signals might be helpful. In other markets, such as health-

care, such signals might not be very useful. In order to understand whether systems of

online ratings are useful, it is necessary to understand how they work and how the average

ratings and the number of ratings affect market demand.

I use the ratings data from Netflix, an online DVD rental service, to empirically assess

the effect of the ratings on demand for DVDs. To do this I formulate a discrete choice

demand model with learning and estimate it within a nested logit framework. Such model

formulation is dictated by two important considerations; the first is about learning and the

second is about consumers’ tastes structure.

First, I assume that ratings are not attributes but signals about quality. Thus, ratings

are used by consumers to form expectations about quality, or experience utility, from the

movie, which will not be known until after the watching experience. This rating–based

expectation might also depend on the type (e.g. genre), age of a movie, as well as on the

total number of consumers that submit their feedback to Netflix. I estimate several flexible

functional forms of ratings–based expected quality to better understand how market shares

of DVDs are affected by consumers’ expectations about quality.

Second, I use a nested logit specification to take into account consumers preference

structures. I assume that consumers may have different preferences toward movies in dif-

ferent genres and might also differentiate between old and new titles. With the nested logit

model, I follow the previous literature on movie demand estimation and replicate the results

on seasonality, preferences structure, and age effects, using feedback ratings to calculate

market shares (instead of actual consumption).
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The results of this research show that consumers take ratings into account when making

a discrete choice decision about which movies to watch. A higher average ratings send

a positive signal about movie’s quality. Further, the strength of this signal depends on

whether the DVD is old or recently released: old movies could be familiar to a consumer

and thus she does not need to look at ratings to predict her experience utility. Ratings are

good quality signals for films in some genres and bad for others. For instance, consumers

take into account ratings of action movies more often than dramas. This might be related

to the horizontal component of consumers preferences.

Most importantly, my results shed light on the role of the total number of ratings sub-

mitted by prior movie watchers. The effect of the average rating is linked to the number of

ratings used to calculate the average. The more consumers rate, the more precise becomes

the average rating and the better signal it is.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section I summarize some of the lit-

erature relevant to this research. Then, I present the nested logit model and describe my

empirical strategy. In the Data section I describe the ratings data from Netflix. Further I

present and discuss my results. I summarize my findings in the Conclusion section.
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1.2 Literature

Currently, word of mouth and ratings research is found mainly in the marketing literature.

Within online markets, word of mouth volume is usually measured using the total amount

of consumer feedback in the form of ratings or reviews. The key task there is to assess

the influence of word of mouth on movie revenues, sales of books, etc. Eliashberg and

Shugan (1997) show that online movie reviews are related to future revenues. They discuss

whether there is a causal relationship between experts’ reviews and revenues and reject this

hypothesis. That is, critics’ reviews are attributes not treatments.

Dellarocas, Awad, and Zhang (2004) define word of mouth within diffusion models of

new product adoption developed by Bass (1969). They note recent developments — an

escalation in the audience and dynamics of word of mouth as well as improvements in the

availability and measurability of word of mouth in the web. They claim that in 2003 only

7% of movie–goers rated online. However, they also show that the correlation between

ratings, and thus tastes, of raters and non–raters is very high, which allows forecasting the

overall audience response based on the opinions of online raters.

Liu (2006) builds a regression model that links the volume of consumer reviews and box

office revenues. He shows that the number or reviews is a better predictor of revenues than

the valence (average rating). Basuroy, Desai, and Talukdar (2006) study the role of sequels

and advertising expenditures in the motion picture industry. They show that popularity

and critics’ reviews attenuate the role of advertising and sequels. Among others, Prag and

Casavant (1994) and Mulligan and Motiere (1994) estimate demand–like regression models

that help determining financial success of motion pictures. The general approach of such

papers is to regress total box office on a set of attributes, including marketing expenditures,

ratings, Academy Awards, etc.

Moul (2007) studies the word of mouth impact on theatrical movie admissions. He

demonstrates that about 10% of variation in movie demand could be attributed to informa-

tion distributed via word of mouth. Methodologically, he tackles the problem of a demand
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saturation effect — the market for a title shrinks as more consumers watch a movie. Einav

(2006) studies two types of seasonality in the motion picture industry — the seasonality in

underlying demand and seasonality of release dates. Fixed effects of movies’ quality are

identified by comparison of market shares of good and bad movies in different time periods.

In other words, the patterns of demand decay of different movies identify their quality. The

important assumption he makes is orthogonality of decay patterns and release dates. Einav

estimates a nested logit discrete choice model with movie–weeks as nests. The utility of

the outside good is not normalized to zero.

Chiou (2006) replicates Einav (2006) using data on the home video industry to answer

questions about the optimal timing of movie releases. Assuming that the preferences over

theater films and home video films are the same, the author replicates Einav’s result of no

segmentation. The key task of this paper is to check for seasonality in the home video

industry and compare it to the seasonality in theater releases. This paper is interesting

also by its methodology — nested logit — which is used by me as well. Another home

video seasonality paper is by Waterman and Lee (2002). They study the video window

— the time between a movie’s release date and its video release. Their common finding

is that studios cluster their releases around July 4th but underestimate the potential of the

season right after the Labor day. One explanation is the common 6–month window between

theatrical release and DVD release. A film released in July has chances to add in sales via

DVD release during the Christmas gift season.
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1.3 Model: Demand and Information

1.3.1 Formal Model

The utility of consumer i from title j in week t is as follows:

ui jt =

K∑
k=1

X jkβk + γ(t − r j) + ∆ j + τt + ξ jt + εi jt, (1.1)

X jk is the k–th explicit time–invariant attribute of movie j that define quality — producer’s

input, the genre, the director, actors, film’s budget, expert’s ratings.

γ is the parameter capturing the decay rate in a movie’s appeal (quality in Einav (2006)

or saturation in Moul (2007)), whereas r j is the release date for movie j and (t − r j) is

a film-time specific measure of movie’s age. The longer the movie is on the market, the

more people know about it and, for example, the less they would take into account / be

influenced by advertising. Another interpretation of the age parameter is somewhat similar

to “reputation” in Xiao (2005). Customers have to rely on rating and experts’ reviews at

the early stage of a film’s life. However, with age, films form a “reputation” via word

of mouth. The time–varying reputation measure can also represent time–varying quality.

If quality is not an absolute but relative measure, then we can advance in assuming that

quality may change with time. Examples: the full recognition of Bach’s music came after

his death; retro cars are valued more many years after the production date; I enjoyed “One

Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest” a month ago much more than 15 years ago. Finally, this

variable might capture the effect of saturation — the market for a single title deteriorates

with time as more consumers watch the movie and do not want to watch it again. In sum:

γ can capture decay, time–varying quality / appeal.

∆ j is the actual experience utility from a movie, unknown at the time of choice. τt
1

captures title–independent average utility of watching any DVD at time t. Some weekends

1Einav (2006) introduces τt in the outside good utility in order to capture the underlying demand season-
ality; the negative of the time effect in the outside good utility function shows the change in the consumers’
inclination to go to a theater. In Chiou (2006) this variable captures the underlying seasonality in the movies
utility function.
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(e.g. Thanksgiving) families stay home and watch movies together. ξ jt is an unobserved by

econometrician but known to consumer characteristic of a DVD.

The actual experience utility from a movie ∆ j is unknown at the time of choice. Instead

of maximizing the actual utility, consumers maximize the expected utility:

E(ui jt) =

K∑
k=1

X jβ + γ(t − r j) + Et[∆ j] + τt + ξ jt + εi jt, (1.2)

Note, now consumers need to evaluate an expected quality measure. This measure could

be different depending on the time period.

The key components that allow evaluation of expected quality include the average rating

and the number of raters that consumers observe when renting a DVD. The average rating

and the number of ratings could be two different dimensions of the quality signal: the

quality itself and the overall popularity. There could be a movie that few know of, but that

is loved by those who have seen it. Likewise there could be a film everybody aware of,

but people think is bad. For example, few know about Fellini’s “Amarcord”, but those who

know believe it is a masterpiece. Almost everybody has heard of “Legally Blonde II”, but

its popularity is mostly negative.

Depending on consumers’ beliefs about Et[∆ j], the functional form of this expectation

can vary. In the baseline model, I assume that consumers believe that the quality is a

function of their prior belief β j about movie j, the average rating ANR jt, and the number of

feedback ratings NumRat jt:

Et[∆ j] = β j + α1ANR jt + α2NumRat jt (1.3)

It is reasonable to assume that the effect of the rating is monotonic, in other words, higher

is always better. The effect of the number of ratings might be positive at some levels of

popularity and turn negative due to the saturation effect. Hence, this expectation can include

a quadratic NumRat term. Further, the effect of the average rating might be different for

various levels of the NumRat, genres, age of a movie.
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Consumer–specific εi jt enters the model linearly and depends on the movie’s type —

that is, whether it is new or old, foreign or US, horror or drama. In this case a homogenous

response to signals and homogenous decay should be assumed. To allow for heterogenous

idiosyncratic tastes for specific movies, genres, newness, etc., I construct three-level nests:

the inside good (Netflix) and the outside good (all other rentals); new vs. old movies inside

Netflix, and Netflix genres. Thus the movie choice decision is modeled as in Figure B.2.

One chooses whether to pick a movie either in a local store, in another online rental services

(outside good), or to have a DVD from Netflix (inside). In the “inside” option, a consumer

has to choose whether to pick a new release or an old movie. Within each newness nest

she chooses a genre, and finally, a movie. The difference between an old action and a new

action is greater than the difference between an old action and an old comedy.

Cardell (1997) shows that the multiple–nests logit error term, distributed extreme value,

can be decomposed as follows:

εi jt = ε I
it + (1 − λI)εh

it + (1 − λI)(1 − λh)εg
it + (1 − λI)(1 − λh)(1 − λg)ε j

it, j ∈ g ⊂ h ⊂ I (1.4)

In other words, each individual i at time t “observes” four random shocks related to the

movie j. ε j
it is the idiosyncratic shock of j. εg

it is the same for all movies in the group g

(e.g. new action from Netflix). εh
it is the same for all movies in group h (e.g. new from

Netflix). ε i
it is the same for all movies in I (Netflix). λ-s are similarity parameters defining

cross–group correlations. If all lambdas are zeros — the model is reduced to the logit. As

lambdas converge to one, the substitution occurs more within the group and less between

groups. If all lambdas are 1, consumers do not have different preferences over Netflix titles.

If only λg is one, only newness and genre matters to consumers.

Finally, McFadden (1977) demonstrated that lambdas are related as follows:

0 < λI < λh < λg < 1, (1.5)

In other words, the random shocks of movies within the same genre–newness group should
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have the smallest impact on the consumer’s choice. Thus, the two new action movies are

much more similar than two arbitrary new movies.

Let s jt be the market share of movie j at time t and s0t be the market share of the

outside good. The parsimonious specification of the Berry–inverted nested logit model is

as follows:

ln(s jt) − ln(s0t) =

K∑
k=1

X jkβk + γ(t − r j) + β j + α1ANR jt + α2NumRat jt + τt

+ (1 − λIλhλg) ln(s j|gt) + (1 − λIλh) ln(sg|ht) + (1 − λI) ln(sh|it) + ξ jt

Finally, note, that the set of time–invariant determinants of quality could be very large:

actors, directors, budget, marketing, awards, experts’ reviews, etc. It is not difficult to

estimate respective βk. However, if the task is to control for time–invariant traits in movies,

it is useful to set α j =
∑K

k=1 X jkβk + β j. Hence, the parsimonious regression equation is as

follows:

ln(s jt) − ln(s0t) = γ(t − r j) + α j + α1ANR jt + α2NumRat jt + τt (1.6)

+ (1 − λIλhλg) ln(s j|gt) + (1 − λIλh) ln(sg|ht) + (1 − λI) ln(sh|it) + ξ jt

α j could be estimated as the movie–specific fixed effects, and τt as time fixed effects.

1.3.2 Constructing market shares

Let me discuss a couple of important assumptions. The key assumption is about renting and

rating. This research is based on the Netflix Prize data set (see the Data section below). The

raw data consists of consumers’ ratings. To think of it as consumption data, it is necessary

to believe that every watched movie is rated and all ratings in the system represent movies

rented from Netflix. This is not true however. Yet, for the purpose of the current analysis

I need to be able to approximate the market shares of movies. Hence, I have to a make

a weaker assumption: the relative rating activity corresponds to the renting activity in the
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same way for all movies. In other words, I have to believe that (i) on average a person

would rate two movies with the same probability, and (ii) the two types of consumers —

raters and non–raters — watch the same movies.

If the former is not true, the results of the study would apply only to a subset of movies

that have higher probability to being rated, for examples controversial hits, as people tend

to express extreme opinions more often. Also, some movies generate more public opinion

than others. However, Netflix makes / urges customers to rate every time with a reminder

in a “we received this movie” message. The system smoothes the possible bias towards ex-

treme ratings. Such extreme ratings might go to movies.yahoo.com or rottentomatoes.com

because the majority of raters there watch their movies in theaters. Hence, as a response to

massive promotion, such customers are eager to give feedback. Netflix is somewhat differ-

ent. Customers here are more involved in building their queues and give their feedback on

every movie. Thus they either rate all movies or do not rate at all.

Second, consumers that rate might watch different movies. If this is true, the reasonable

counterargument would be more difficult to provide. The worst case would be estimation of

demand and testing of hypotheses under interest for “raters” only, which is still of interest.

If the positive effect of higher ratings on demand is shown, it might be worthwhile to

engage more consumers into rating activity. Fortunately, Dellarocas, Awad, and Zhang

(2004) report results of a survey that showed a high (0.84) correlation between online and

off–line ratings. This means that the tastes of “raters” and “non–raters” might be very

similar. Let us assume for the time being that the actual market shares and the ones based

on the number of ratings per time period are identical.

1.3.3 Endogeneity

Is it trivial to identify the effect of quality signals on demand for movies in the presence

of unobservables? Let us imagine that there exists an absolute measure of movies’ quality,

which is unknown not only to the consumer, but to the industry itself. Thus, it is necessary
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to account for this unobservable quality that is correlated with average rating, the number

of ratings, and with market share. One way is to find a good proxy variable for quality

that would affect market shares only via rating or the number of ratings. That is, I need an

exclusion restriction. Such a proxy is very hard to find. Another way is to include quality

in the estimating equations. Imagine that each of about 11000 movies have a different

quality measure. If it is time invariant, movies’ fixed effect estimation would filter out the

time–invariant quality effect. If quality changes with time, I account for it by including the

movie’s age as a proxy for time–varying movie–specific quality. Finally, the nested logit

specification calls for standard instrumenting techniques following Berry (1994) and Berry,

Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995).

1.3.4 Seasonality

Seasonality is important in the theater release market (Einav, 2006). It is less crucial, but

still interesting in the home video industry (Chiou, 2006). There are two forms of season-

ality here. First, the seasonal pattern might be channeled from theater market seasonality

— DVDs are consistently produced after a predictable time lag. Second, during holidays

people tend to watch more films.

How seasonality is present in the flat tariff DVD subscription business is an empiri-

cal question. The frequency of movie watching during holidays could be higher, yet the

postal service not delivering during holidays might smooth this possible spike in consump-

tion. The spikes in consumption of new movies might be related to release dates of newly

screened films in theaters. The inclusion of weekly dummies into the specification might be

necessary for another reason. A nice example is Christmas holidays. If customers tend to

rent many family movies, paying little attention to quality issues, the estimates of average

rating and the number of ratings parameters would be biased.
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1.4 Netflix and Data

In late September 1999 Nertflix introduced the first flat–rate, no late fee, queue–based

service called the “Marquee Program”. Later, in February 2000 CineMatch, a movie rec-

ommending algorithm, was introduced. The information from CineMatch was shared with

movie studios to help them plan marketing campaigns. In early 2001 Netflix stopped offer-

ing single–title rentals; 97% of business came from the “Marquee Program”. In spring 2001

the company began offering a free six-week trial membership via IMDB. After September

11, 2001 the company’s monthly subscription rate doubled. To collect anecdotal and fac-

tual information I use Wikipedia (2006) and Netflix.com (2006). As of September 2006,

Netflix had about 5 million active customers. The firm shipped 1.4M disks per day from 40

locations and received about 2 million ratings daily. They have collected about 1.4 billion

ratings since 1997. The growth in the number of titles is about 200 weekly.

Recommendations are made based on ratings and based on the consumer’s actions or

interest. CineMatch recommends movies that were rated highly by similar consumers. In

2006 this type of recommendation produced around 6% of rentals. In general, according

to Netflix, customers like recommended movies, but they rarely rent them. As the perfor-

mance of CineMatch improves, the prediction error decreases and hence the system will be

able to foresee which movies will be liked. Also, the system can tell which films will def-

initely not be liked. The percentage of 4 and 5 star movies shipped has increased recently.

This suggests that customers are paying more attention to quality signals.

CineMatch makes recommendations based on a consumers interest in an actor, genre,

director, etc. In order to produce taste–based recommendations CineMatch needs an initial

set of ratings. Sometimes a new title will already have ratings in the system — people

watch films in theaters and rate them on Netflix. If a movie was not in theaters, is small

and independent, or has no ratings, a special team of people gives initial evaluations. When

initial “real” customers rate the movie, the “artificial” ratings are disposed of. Searching

and browsing behavior generates about 40% of rentals each. Netflix distinguishes between
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“searching” and “browsing” behaviors. Searching is a process when a person, logged into

the web-site, looks for something specific, finds it and adds to her queue. Browsing is

a process that involves a customer deliberately browsing the web-site and making deci-

sions based on Netflix’s signals. Searching Netflix can be easily substituted with searching

IMDB. Now, more consumers prefer browsing.

In addition to “searchers”, “browsers”, and “acceptors of recommendations”, consumers

can be subcategorized by other attributes. Long–queuers and short–queuers have differ-

ent attitudes towards ratings. Those that build long queues have a very large choice-

consumption gap. For instance, with a 100–movie queue and a 2–per–week tariff plan

a netflixer will watch a DVD added today one year from now. That movie might be a new

release and the only signal available is the skewed emotional after–theater rating. Thus,

such consumers will not see a reasonable quality–rating connection and, possibly, will not

expect one. A short–queuer has more control over his queue. She adds a movie today and

watches tomorrow. Searching for better control she will pay attention to ratings. Further

there are consumers who are interested only in new releases and those that do not have such

a bias. The first category is especially targeted by the CineMatch rating matching. They are

approached with new release reminders. Consumers recall that a movie was out in theaters

6 months ago and rent it.

Netflix observes feedback in the form of ratings. The CineMatch–recommended movies

yield the best feedback. Searching, browsing, and attribute–related recommendations re-

veal worse feedback. The worst feedback is for new releases. Such films tend to gather

better ratings at the very beginning because of the novelty effect. Yet, with movies’ age

the rating tend to go down. Interestingly, sometimes CineMatch asks users to re–rate a

movie. As a rule, the second time a movie gets less stars. The controversy is that Netflix

would prefer to ship recommended movies since they are much cheaper than new releases.

However, the optimal behavior for consumers would also be to stick to recommendations,

since satisfaction is guaranteed.

Recently Netflix announced a competition called The Netflix Prize. The company is not
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satisfied with the quality of its recommendations and wants a better algorithm that would

correlate the profiles of users. Netflix needs to recommend movies a consumer would really

like. The competition gives access to the data:

...The movie rating files contain over 100 million ratings from 480 thou-

sand randomly–chosen, anonymous Netflix customers over 17 thousand movie

titles. The data were collected between October, 1998 and December, 2005 and

reflect the distribution of all ratings received during this period. The ratings are

on a scale from 1 to 5 (integral) stars. To protect customer privacy, each cus-

tomer id has been replaced with a randomly–assigned id. The date of each

rating and the title and year of release for each movie id are also provided...

Netflix’s data has names as title attributes (with identifiers). All other useful data was

collected from IMDb (2006) as well as HTI (2006).

Processing the ratings data from Netflix, I aggregate over movies and time (daily) iden-

tifiers. Further, I create weekly variables since rating behavior is not daily. As a rule,

consumers order DVDs for a week or for a weekend. Hence, a weekly pattern should be

more natural. Data on ratings is collapsed to weekly observations of ratings counts, average

ratings, and the up to date running sum of ratings.2

To add attributes, I name–match the above mentioned databases with the Netflix data.

Many titles are not matched because, often, instead of production date, Netflix reports the

date of the DVD release. The final number of titles which are “name–matched” is 10841.

The data on DVD release dates is from Michael’s Movie Mayhem. Often, movies are re-

leased on DVD many times: with or without bonus materials, together with another movie,

or in the form of a “special edition”. In such cases I use the earliest DVD release date. After

dealing with the Netflix vs. reality release date problem, I add 854 titles. My final data set

has 11695 unique titles with attributes: DVD release dates, MPAA film rating and genres.

2After constructing the weekly average rating, supposedly observed by consumers, I compared the last-
date values to the actual Netflix.com ratings and discovered a very good similarity.
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This is about 65% of all titles in the Netflix database. However, matching genres / releases

data with weekly observations on returns produces 73% overlap. This might mean that

missing titles are on average small. The final non–missing data consists of 1650303 obser-

vations of weekly rating/return activity over 7 years. Table A.2 presents summary statistics

for the matched sample. Table A.4 contains summary statistics for the final sample used in

the estimation. Table A.3 summarizes the process of variable calculations.

I construct market shares variables, (see Table A.3) defining either the outside good

market quantity or the overall market size. The definition of the overall market size matters

if one intends to study the outside–inside goods substitution patterns. Researchers usually

define the overall market as the total population of a country. Chiou (2006) extrapolates

the US population to have weekly series. One of the possible definitions of overall market

could be DVD and VHS home video rentals per week. This would include in–store rentals,

as well as Netflix–like services. The outside good category for my sample would consist

of all in–store rentals and all other Netflix–like services, excluding Netflix (one might need

to add to the outside good category all non–rating rentals from Netflix). If the actual con-

sumption of a good is small compared to the outside alternative, relative fluctuations in

outside good quantity will not be crucial in defining relative changes in consumption of

inside goods. Table A.1 provides historical data on DVD and VHS rentals. I estimated

weekly overall market size using yearly rentals data and weekly patterns from the year

2006. A possible consequence of this procedure is imposing an “observed” weekly struc-

ture on market size. Chiou (2006), for instance, does not specify how she extrapolates

the US population, but her overall market, arguably, does not reveal any seasonality. My

specification allows distinguishing the difference in seasonality between the inside goods’

demand and the outside good’s, if any.

Table A.5 shows conversion to the Netflix genre classification. In Table A.6 I sum-

marize data by genre. Matching IMDB/MMM and Netflix genres is not straightforward

because sometimes there are undesirable overlaps, e.g. A Drama/Comedy film could be

in the Drama or in the Comedy section of Netflix or an Action/Comedy film could be in
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either genre. Other subjective matching decisions are the following: Late Night is included

in Comedy; Exercise is in Sports/Fitness, and Action/Comedy is in Action/Adventure.
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1.5 Estimation Results and Discussion

1.5.1 Baseline Nested Logit Specification

Table A.7 contains results of the baseline specification. All the models include weekly

dummies and titles’ fixed effects. In doing so, I mean–differenced variables to avoid an

unnecessary estimation burden (there are more than 11000 movie–specific fixed effects). If

the unobserved quality is title–specific and time–invariant, mean–differencing should deal

with possible endogeneity of the number of ratings and the average rating.

I report the simplest logit model for comparison. It does not include the number of

ratings variable or within–groups shares. The performance of this model is rather ques-

tionable. For instance, ratings have a negative estimate and the adjusted R2 is small. I

presume that ratings here might capture all other effects, for instance the effect of publicity.

The movies that are rarely watched might have high ratings. For instance, the majority of

top–rated 5–star foreign movies are watched much less frequently than average. Further,

using logit, one unreasonably assumes identical substitution patterns between, say, a silent

movie and an action blockbuster.

Equations (2-4) are all nested logit specifications. I instrument the within–group shares

with attributes (age), number, and total returns of competing titles and subgroups as sug-

gested by Berry (1994). These variables clearly affect competition within groups, and

hence the within–groups market shares of movies and subgroups of movies. For instance,

the share of “The Matrix” within old SciFi Netflix titles will depend on the share of other

old Sci-Fi movies, their appeal, and their total number. However, these do not directly enter

Equation (2.1). Note, that the introduction of within shares improves fit and turns the rat-

ings slope positive. In the baseline specification an extra star in ratings increases the share

of an average movie relative to the share of the outside good by 0.6% – 1.9%.

Given IV estimates of the group shares slopes, for instance in equation 2, λI = 0.135,

λh = 0.296, and λg = 0.356 satisfy inequality (1.5). The substitution within the genre–

newness–inside groups are higher then within newness–inside groups. In other words, two
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new SciFi movies look to a consumer more similar than any two new movies. The utility

of watching a movie depends on the weighted sum of random shocks. Even if a draw of

ε
j
it is very high, it is scaled down considerably. For instance, during the 43th weekend of

2003 a customer is indifferent between whether she wants “The Lord of the Rings The Two

Towers” or “The Matrix Reloaded” — both new, SciFi films released almost simultaneously

in 2003 (the 36th and 43th weeks). These movies crowded out all other new SciFi films.

Neo increased his in–group share by 34%, while Frodo went on growing, making 19%

more that same week while the overall share of other new SciFi movies decreased by 25%.

As these two entered the market, the within group share of all other new SciFi films

decreased; however, the within group share of, say, music videos, is not changed. “Motley

Crue: Greatest Video Hits” is influenced by the entry of mentioned blockbusters only via

the market share of all new music videos in new and new videos in all Netflix titles. This

effect may be extremely small. However, the effect on “Bonnie and Clyde” would be

channeled only via the decrease in the share of old movies, which can be negligible.

The age parameters are included to test whether decay considerations work in online

rentals settings. Einav (2006) and Chiou (2006) demonstrate that comparative average

decay varies from 22% weekly for theatrical releases to 2.6% – 17.3% weekly for videos.

According to my results, after each week, an average Netflix movie improves its share

compared to the share of an outside good by about 1.7%. This rate is decreasing at a slow

pace as shown by the quadratic term. This means that promotion via the web–site, word

of mouth, and other channels makes a movie more appealing to consumers who have not

watched it yet.

One has to keep in mind that the majority of movies in Netflix are not new releases at

all, thus the decay pattern argument of Einav (2006) should not work here. However, one

might also limit the sample of movies to those that resemble samples of newly-released

theatrical movies — newly released DVDs whose release dates are directly observable. In

doing so, I interact the dummy for videos released after 1999 with the age and show that

new releases indeed experience decay in demand, which is amplified with age. This means
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that people identify that new movies are comparatively worse and the number of people

who want a DVD simply because it is a new release is limited.

Further, the number of ratings variable is meant to capture the “thickness” of the in-

formation dissemination channel. The more people have seen a movie, the more they talk

about it, and the higher is the chance that somebody else will know about that movie. The

results show that the number of ratings has a positive effect on demand. The positive effect

fades as more consumers watch. This also supports the idea of Moul (2007) about satu-

ration. The two variables, age and the number of ratings, in general might be considered

collinear since they both capture some kind of age, maturity, or channel “thickness”. How-

ever they are not extremely correlated — only 40%. Apparently some older movies might

generate less publicity than others.

Equations 1–4 in Table A.7 include weekly and yearly dummies to control for season-

ality. I tested several versions of the overall market. First, I used the overall US population,

extrapolating it to weekly observations. Then I evenly extrapolated yearly total rentals from

Table A.1 among weeks of the year. I also have data on weekly total US rentals in 2006.

Then, I constructed another measure of market size imposing the 2006 weekly structure

on the yearly data for 1999–2005. The former definition of market size assumes that the

outside good is all other goods in the economy. The latter two assume that the outside good

is any other rental movie. The model parameters are robust to market size definition. The

only change is in weekly dummies, which is expected.

Figure B.3 plots the normalized overall rental market fluctuation in 2006, weekly fixed

effects with the imposed 2006 structure and without. I make the following inferences: (i)

the variation in the overall rental market is much higher; (ii) there is positive correlation

between rental market fluctuations and Netflix fluctuations. Since there is no need to go to

a local store and one receives a new DVD as soon as she returns the watched one, purchas-

ing behavior is rather smooth. Note, the July spike (weeks 25–28) and Labor day decay

(week 39) are not parallelled by Netflix demand. In December, trends are highly correlated

though. This is because consumers may return DVDs with different frequencies, depend-
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ing on their watching pattern through the year. Another proof of the positive correlation

between weekly patters is the dashed line, which is almost always between the dotted and

solid lines.

Finally, I included a dummy to filter out observations that are due to the rating of

outside–watched movies (Theater). People do rate movies that they watch in theaters be-

fore the DVD release. Moreover, such movies subsequently tend to have higher market

shares. In other words, if a consumer liked a movie so much that she goes online to report

her emotions within the Netflix system, the movie must be really good and its subsequent

prospects within Netflix are also very good. I also control for new movies (New), for which

comparative market shares are apparently small.

1.5.2 Ratings as Signals — Functional Form Analysis

The baseline model of Equation 4 in Table A.7 shows that, on average, higher ratings

attract consumers. They are not just a weighted sum of tastes, but quality signals. The

next question is whether these signals mean the same for each movie or genre. To answer

such questions I extended the baseline specification and interacted a series of dummies with

average ratings to trace the behavior of the ratings effect in different situations.

Consider Figure B.4. The estimates of genre–rating interactions demonstrate that movies

of different genres are differently affected by ratings. The genres are ranked by ratings im-

portance. Starting from Animation and below ratings do not matter. For Animation/Anime,

Music/Musicals, Thriller, Television, and Sports/Fitness, slopes are statistically not differ-

ent from 0. Dramas have a positive, but small ratings effect — 0.4% per star. Classics,

which are in fact silent movies in my data, are rented and are low–rated. These slopes

have interesting implication for the characterization of ratings as quality signals. For some

genres, ratings do not matter because there are more powerful signals about quality. For

others, ratings may be more or less noisy signals. If a genre has the property of vertical

differentiation, that is, consumers agree on the ranking, the rating will be a good quality
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signal. Otherwise, if differentiation is horizontal and to like or not to like is a matter of

taste, average ratings are weighted taste measures.

Consider an example. The special interests genre (mostly educational videos) depends

on ratings the most. Here, there is very little horizontal differentiation. Within a sub–genre,

what matters is quality — how well a topic is explained. Thus, if a person is interested in

learning to dance salsa, she would face a dozen DVDs with similar titles and descriptions.

Unless somebody recommended her a particular DVD, she would pick the one with the

highest rating. Now consider comedies, a less straightforward case. Generally people

agree on whether a comedy is good or bad. Comedies are either funny or not. Even though

different people might have different definitions of funny, it is often easy to agree on that.

In a fashion similar to comedies, it easy to identify a good action and a bad action movie.

Adventure, horror, Sci-Fi, and fantasy are even more vertically differentiated since they

are themselves very narrow categories and there is one very important feature — special

effects — that makes consumers agree on the quality. Dramas and thrillers, on the other

hand, are more horizontally differentiated movies. These categories are not narrow enough,

especially dramas. A drama could simultaneously be a comedy, an action, or a thriller film.

Consumers agree less on the drama’s quality, and, hence average ratings are much noisier

signals.

Finally, a number of genres have other strong quality signals that consumers pay atten-

tion to. Choosing a music title, a consumer would care less about the DVD rating because

such decisions are a product of her music taste and the videos are just an auxiliary means

to deliver familiar content. Animation and anime DVDs are chosen either by aficionados

or children, who might pay little attention to ratings. Finally, television DVDs often are

popular TV series (many produced by HBO). The key channel of information is TV and

word of mouth; the key quality signal — the previous episode. Thus, if a consumer liked

a couple of episodes, it would be enough to fill up her queue with the subsequent episodes

for months ahead disregarding ratings.

Consider Figure B.5. It plots the estimates of the rating–age interaction slopes. Figure
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B.5(a) is a one year long curve and Figure B.5(b) represents 8–year–long span of a movie’s

life. The first graph shows that as movies enter the market, a higher average rating, one

of the few quality signals, has a positive effect on demand. This impact tops out at about

10% per rating–star during the second month. Then the effect monotonically fades until it

becomes significantly negative after 30 weeks.

There are two important reasons for such behavior. Indeed, at the start consumers

need quality signals. Note though, consumers can be subdivided into two categories:

long–queuers and short–queuers. The latter update their queue often by a small number

of movies. Thus, they precisely know what they have in the queue and their choice–

consumption gap is short. Consider an extreme case: I chose yesterday and will watch

the movie tomorrow. The long–queuers have a different choice mechanism. Suppose that

they pay attention to ratings, but a movie chosen today will be delivered in 6 months. Be-

cause the choice–consumption gap is very long, the quality signal deteriorates or simply

changes because a new release movie’s quality decays. Consider an extreme case: I have

chosen a new release based on the emotional after–theater high ratings but will watch the

movie in 6 months by which point the average rating has dropped twofold.

Hence, one of the plausible explanations of the long negative rating–demand relation-

ship of Figure B.5(b) is the long–queuers/new releases effect3. Starting from the 3rd year of

life and on, a DVD becomes “mature” and less familiar to the general audience after long-

queuers have watched it as a new release. The new mechanisms of attributes/Cinematch

recommendations become more important, and thus ratings renew their status as quality

signals.

The last three graphs depict the plots of the interactions of ratings with variables based

on the number of ratings. Consider Figure B.6. It depicts the effect of ratings as a function

of the to–date number of ratings. The key inference is that the number of ratings can affect

3I also decomposed the ratings effect for new movies and old, defining the new as released in theaters
during or after 1999. On average, new movies are rented despite low ratings, which means that there are
other signals about quality, apparently inferior to ratings. Netflix reports that new releases have generally
negative feedback ratings because their quality is on average below the Netflix–average
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the precision of the quality signal. The first part of the graph (up to 100 ratings) depicts a

situation when consumers base their choice on theater–related emotional ratings. However,

as more Netflix–delivered movies are rated, the effect of ratings is statistically zero. Even

if ratings signify that a movie is good, very few consumers know about it. However, after

1000, ratings become better signals of quality, or, in other words, the signal is precise

enough to predict quality.

Figure B.7 depicts how the final (at the end of 2005) number of ratings is related to the

ratings effect. Unlike the previous graph, this does not track the change of the effect due to

changes in the number of ratings, but depicts a static picture of ratings impact depending

on the final number of ratings accumulated by films. The bar graph demonstrates the final

number of ratings distribution. Note, that very small movies are not affected by ratings.

Also, huge movies are less affected. However, about 70% of titles benefit from higher

ratings and about 50% have a positive effect fluctuating around 10% per rating–star.

Figure B.8 shows how ratings affect movies with different number of ratings / age ra-

tios. Note that for movies rated less then 10 times a week, ratings have an undefined impact,

sometimes negative, sometimes positive. After the threshold of 10 ratings weekly, the ef-

fect is positive. Finally, the positive effect fades. The first interval is characterized by low

consumer feedback; thus even though the ratings may be high, they are too few, and thus the

variance and noisiness of the quality signal is high. At the other extreme, big blockbusters

generate massive feedback which might be a result of taste–based disagreement or contro-

versy.4 However in the mid–zone, the average movie benefits from the complementarity of

average ratings and the number of ratings.

4For instance, The Matrix Reloaded did not meet high expectations and generated antagonistic feedback.
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1.6 Conclusion

This research demonstrated how ratings and popularity might affect the demand for DVD

rentals in the Netflix system. Using the conventional discrete choice utility maximization

model I estimate nested logit demand with data from The Netflix Prize competition. The

main benefit of this data is that it is the largest sample of movies ratings openly available

to researchers. The main cost is that I need to make an assumption about the similarity of

ratings and renting shares of movies. However, thanks to the sample size, I overcome the

problem of market share–ratings endogeneity and use fixed effect estimation to filter out

title–specific unobserved quality.

The parsimonious model estimates demonstrate considerable segmentation of DVD ti-

tles. Almost all substitution happens within nests. Consumers clearly differentiate new and

old movies. However, within newness groups, genre–related shocks allow only slight taste

differentiation. Consumers see little difference between titles within the same newness–

genre group. The analysis of seasonality reveals an interesting result: demand within the

Netflix system has seasonal patterns that are correlated with the patterns of the overall

rental market, but are less volatile, which is explained by the flat–tariff postal delivery

service. While the age of movies in general has a positive effect on demand, new DVDs

experience decay. This age–related decrease in demand may be associated with the market

saturation or with the comparatively lower quality of new releases.

According to the baseline model’s results, average ratings and the number of ratings

are positively related to the demand for a title. These results support the “informative

signal hypothesis”. On the one hand, consumers might pay attention to ratings because the

probability that they know about the movie depends on the number of people who watched

it. On the other hand, it could also be true that consumers trust ratings more when more

prior consumers rate. The subsequent dissection of ratings’ effect revealed more results.

First, the importance of ratings depend on the ease of vertical differentiation. Additionally,

these results might mean that consumers have horizontally differentiated preferences that
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define their beliefs about movies. Second, ratings may have different effects depending on

the size, age, and precision of the ratings (the number of ratings submitted).

The estimated effects of ratings by genre ranked the movies according to availability

of vertical differentiation attributes. Some movies are easy to compare; consumers agree

on their appeal or quality. That is why action or Sci-Fi movies are susceptible to average

ratings, but dramas are not. It is easier to agree on the relative quality of Sci-Fi DVD that

depends upon special effects as a major attribute. Dramas, on the other hand, are hardly

differentiable vertically — consumers might easily like or dislike ostensibly similar dramas

just because their tastes are or are not matched.

The interaction of ratings with age dummies helped discover learning and forgetting.

When a movie is released, consumers have little information about it. Hence they need to

take into account signals. For some time ratings increase their role as they become more

informative with more ratings coming into the system. As more information is available,

consumers pay less or no attention to ratings while choosing DVDs. However after some

time, forgetting makes consumers turn back to rating as informative signals.

The relationship of ratings and the number of votes is not easy to interpret. First,

possibly, the effect of ratings depends on the precision of the quality signal — the number

of votes submitted. When only a few have watched a movie, the general mass of consumers

does not know about movie’s existence. Only after the overall number of raters exceeds

1000 or weekly number of raters exceeds 10, do ratings become important signals. Movies

that are rarely watched / rated do not depend on the average rating. Extremely popular

movies are less dependent on ratings — consumers would watch them anyway and the

number of ratings is a more important factor than ratings. Second, the number of submitted

votes might measure the trustworthiness of ratings as quality signals.

The results of this chapter call for further research in two main directions. First, it is

necessary to build a structural learning model that will help to understand the role of the

average ratings and the number of votes in consumer choice. Second, it is important to

figure out the social and private benefits of Netflix’s rating / feedback system. The next two
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chapters of this Dissertation are dedicated to these questions.
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Chapter 2

Ratings As Quality Signals

Abstract

This paper analyzes ratings as signals about the quality of movies. A structural Bayesian

learning model links revealed experience utilities of raters, who are prior consumers, to

the product choice of the future consumers of the same good. I postulate that movies are

chosen based on the consumers prior beliefs and the precision of the signals provided by

the ratings. Consumers use the ratings signals more when more consumers have revealed

their preferences in the ratings. Using the Netflix data on rental choices and ratings I

estimate my model with the simulated maximum likelihood method. The very rich data

set allows me to estimate the effect of ratings on demand while controlling for the inherent

popularity of each specific DVD using fixed effects. The results demonstrate that the ratings

provide signals of quality to consumers. If the signal is based on only one rating, it is very

noisy, and the consumer might ignore it. As more consumers rate the DVD, the signal

becomes more informative, and the results show that the consumers surplus increases. The

estimation shows that the ratings system has economically significant value. The absence of

the Netflix system with a high volume of ratings for each DVD would cause consumers to

rent a narrower selection of DVDs than what they currently rent from Netflix. Specifically,

the share of newly released DVDs would go up.
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2.1 Introduction

More goods are sold online and delivered these days. While traditional shopping involves

direct inspection, trying, and testing, online shopping relies primarily on recommendations

and ratings. Since experience goods involve matching preferences with good attributes,

buyers prefer to collect as much information as possible. Information about quality and

attributes does not only come directly from retailers. We pay more attention to consumers’

and experts’ reviews and ratings.

When sellers ask buyers to evaluate goods/services, they obtain a new attribute — rat-

ing (a three–star hotel or a 5–star movie). Further, retailers bundle items they sell with

information services which include such quality signals (amazon.com, Netflix). Finally,

consumers start taking into account an additional signal about the quality or the experience

utility. Do consumer rely on ratings when buying a good? If there is no horizontal dif-

ferentiation, ratings are very close to quality signals. If there is no vertical differentiation,

ratings are some averaged consumers’ preferences.

In this paper, I consider several important questions. The first is about the nature of

ratings: are they signals about experience utility or the attributes? Second, do consumers

differ in how they learn from signals, i.e., in how they draw an idea about mean experience

utility?

One of the information systems that allows studying how consumers learn from ratings

(and learn how to use them) is that offered by Netflix, an online DVD rental service offering

flat rate rental–by–mail to customers in the United States. Customers sequentially choose

and queue movies via an Internet web site. A choice is defined by the information about

observable attributes provided by the Netflix web site or other sources. In addition to the

“catalog” service, the site provides “taste matching” options that help in finding a movie

to watch (and preferably enjoy). Among the latter are the recommendations based on con-

sumer’s genre preferences, previous movie choice (the same director, actors, or genre), and

consumer’s own feedback ratings (Cinematch). Besides Netflix, consumers might rely on
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friends’ recommendations, other web sites, etc.

The most immediate information a consumer might take into account is the average rat-

ing by the previous watchers within Netflix1. The average rating is the cumulative average

of previous consumers’ experience utilities. To make an optimal choice a consumer might

try to see what others’ experience utility was and use it as an experience utility signal. This

signal should have higher precision if initial watchers had the same tastes as the consumer.

The more heterogeneous are the tastes of the previous consumers, the noisier is the quality

signal.

If ratings are attributes (a “5–star hotel”), then a higher rated item has more value.

Everybody should prefer 5–star movies. However, if ratings are only signals, then their

precision is important. For example, an experience utility signal “3” sent by a million of

previous adopters has more value to a consumer than an experience utility signal “5” from

only one consumer.

If consumers differ in how they learn, they might agree on vertical quality but behave

differently. This might happen because of the variation in the consumer–specific tastes

toward expected quality. Experience utility depends on quality but is not equivalent to it.

Finally, what is the value of ratings? Do they change the allocation of movies within the

in–mail delivery DVD market? Do they help reallocate demand between the conventional

local store DVD rental industry and in–mail delivery? Is there substitution between the

outside and inside options?

I assume that consumers know the precision of signals and use this knowledge to learn

about movies’ experience utility. To do this, I formulate a discrete choice model with a

Bayesian–type updating mechanism. Consumers incorporate prior beliefs and quality sig-

nals into the weighted average perceived quality before choosing a movie from the set of

available. To estimate the structural parameters of my model I maximize the simulated

likelihood of the movie choice sequences across consumers. I find that ratings are informa-

1Recently Netflix started providing two ratings: all users and users with tastes similar to given consumer’s.
This makes ratings less noisy quality signals. Data used in the research did not have this feature.
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tive signals about movie quality. The more votes are submitted by the previous viewers, the

more precise is the signal and the higher is the value of information for consumers. Because

ratings resolve some uncertainty about movie quality, the structure of demand changes —

consumers choose older movies more often.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section I summarize literature relevant

to this research. Then, I present a formal structural model, describe my empirical strategy,

and discuss some identification issues. Finally, I describe my data and discuss the results.
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2.2 Literature

This research benefits from and contributes to the empirical literature on learning. Erdem

and Keane (1996) introduced the idea of Bayesian modeling of consumers purchasing be-

havior. Consumers in their model learn about a single attribute — washing power of the

detergent. This attribute is first unobservable, but some information is delivered by adver-

tising. After experiencing the good, a consumer updates her prior belief about quality and

acts accordingly.

Ackerberg (2003, 2001) also studies consumer learning. In his model a buyer decides

whether to buy a new brand of yogurt after observing an advertising signal about the new

brand. Two types of signals can be delivered — informative and prestige. Ackerberg (2003,

2001) shows that informative advertising affects inexperienced consumers, while the pres-

tige message of advertising could affect both experienced and inexperienced consumers.

Crawford and Shum (2005) study behavior of ulcer patients that consume ulcer med-

ications, learning unknown attributes of the good. Two types of taste heterogeneity are

assumed — the match of medication and the seriousness of the disease. Two types of

signals are available to patients/doctors – curative and symptomatic.

Chernew, Gowrisankaran, and Scanlon (2001) structurally model learning about health

care plans from ratings. They show that ratings provide signals about the quality of plans

and estimate the economic value. They maintain that because rating are not attributes but

signals, even low ratings have value for consumers because they help resolve some uncer-

tainty about experience attributes or quality. Xiao (2005) evaluates the effect of quality

certification in a model where both reputation and signal enter the decision problem about

choice of childcare institution in a Bayesian manner.

This paper also contributes to the literature on movie demand and learning. Extensive

research on movies can be found in the marketing literature. The key task there is to

assess the influence of the word of mouth (WOM) on movie revenues, sales of books, etc.

Eliashberg and Shugan (1997) show that future revenues might depend on online movie
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reviews. They discuss whether there is a causal relationship between experts’ reviews

and revenues and reject this hypothesis. Dellarocas, Awad, and Zhang (2004) study the

business value of WOM and evaluate the correlation between WOM and motion picture

revenues and suggest using it as a forecasting tool. The coefficient of internal influence

within the diffusion models of new product adoption developed by Bass (1969) is said to

capture the effect of word of mouth from past moviegoers on subsequent movie revenues.

Also, Dellarocas, Awad, and Zhang (2004) note recent developments — an escalation in

the audience and dynamics of word of mouth. They claim that in 2003, 7% of movie-

goers rated online. However, they also show that the correlation between ratings, and thus

tastes, of raters and non–raters is very high, which allows forecasting the overall audience

response based on the opinions of online raters.

Liu (2006) builds a regression model that links box office revenues with the volume

of Yahoo! message board postings. It is shown that this measure is a better predictor of

revenues than the valence (average rating). Basuroy, Desai, and Talukdar (2006) study the

role of sequels and advertising expenditures in the motion picture industry. They show

that WOM, defined as the cumulative number of screens since movies release, and critics’

reviews attenuate the role of advertising and sequels. Among others, Prag and Casavant

(1994) and Mulligan and Motiere (1994) estimate demand–like regression models that help

in determining the financial success of motion pictures. The general approach of such pa-

pers is to regress the total box office on a set of attributes, including marketing expenditures,

ratings, Academy Awards, and other important attributes.

Moul (2007) studies how the information transmission among consumers impacts the-

atrical movie admissions. He demonstrates that about 10% of the variation in movie de-

mand can be attributed to the information shared among consumers. He tackles the problem

of demand saturation effect — the market for a title shrinks as more consumers watch this

movie. Einav (2006) studies two types of seasonality in the motion picture industry — the

seasonality in the underlying demand and the seasonality of release dates. Fixed effects of

movies’ quality are identified by comparison of the market shares of good and bad movies
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in different time periods. In other words, the patterns of demand decay of different movies

identify their quality.

Chiou (2006) replicates Einav (2006) using data on the home video industry to answer

questions about the optimal timing of movie releases. The key idea of the paper is to check

for seasonality in the home video industry and compare it to the seasonality in theater re-

leases. Another home video seasonality paper is by Waterman and Lee (2002). They study

video window — the time between movie release date and its video release. Their common

finding is that studios cluster releases around July 4th but underestimate the potential of the

season right after the Labor day. One of the explanations is the common 6 month window

between theatrical release and DVD release. A film released in July has chances to add in

sales via DVD release during the Christmas gift season.
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2.3 The Model

2.3.1 Learning about quality

Each period t there are Nt movies and an outside option to choose from, and Mt con-

sumers. The sets of movies vary with time because new movies are added to the choice set.

There are potentially infinitely many time periods. In each consumption cycle t consumer i

chooses movie j. Each movie has a quality signal: the numerical rating that is the average

score given by a subset of W previous consumers. Every w–th rater reports how she liked

the movie she watched.

After observing all explicit attributes and considering quality signals, consumer i has

to make a choice among Nti movies. Consumer i has her own movie set at time t; she does

not watch movies she has seen before. If a movie is watched again, it is an example of the

outside good. A watched film and an unwatched film are two different goods: consumers

already know quality of the watched movie when making a choice. If during time period t

consumer i does not choose a movie, she consumes the outside good. I assume that each

time the consumer maximizes a one–period utility2. The utility is:

U(X jt, υi, δ j, εi jt) = X jtβ + υiδ j + εi jt (2.1)

Consumer’s utility depends on her tastes υi, explicitly or implicitly observable characteris-

tics of movies X jt, idiosyncratic shocks unrelated to taste or preferences known to consumer

i before consumption but unknown to the econometrician εi jt, and the quality δ j. This ac-

2The problem is potentially dynamic. For instance, choosing a movie today leads to its dropout from the
opportunity set tomorrow. In addition, ratings become more precise signals with more consumer submitting
their feedback. Consumers are better off waiting for the more precise signal. These considerations would
demand a model where the discounted sum of future expected utilities conditional on available information
Iit is maximized via an optimal movie selection cτ(Iiτ) at each time τ:

max
cτ(Iiτ) τ≥t

E

 ∞∑
τ=t

βτ−tUicττ|Iit

 .
However, such dynamics might not be very important. I assume that consumers do not postpone watching a
movie because of the higher option value.
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tual experience utility is known only after the good is consumed3. To choose a good, a

consumer needs to guess δ j. Thus the true utility is unknown and consumer maximizes

expected utility:

E(Ui jt|r jt,R jt) = X jtβ + υiEi(δ j|r jt,R jt) + εi jt (2.2)

The “experience utility” learned from the expected quality depends on how consumers (i)

predict quality (prior beliefs), (ii) learn about quality (perceived noisiness of ratings), and

(iii) appreciate quality (preferences). These unobservable (for the econometrician) facts

need to be modeled.

Generally, quality of a movie is continuous due to the unmeasurably many distinct

features.4 Formally, experience utility depends on the latent quality measure and the

consumer–specific taste toward this quality: υiδ j. Consumers have prior beliefs about δ j:

N(γi j, σ
2
0). σ2

0 is the varinace of the prior beliefs about the true experience utility of a

movie. Note, consumers might have different means of their prior beliefs about quality.

They also believe that average ratings are themselves the product of other consumers’

revealed preferences. As the number of viewers converges to the population size, ratings

converge to some population–average latent quality δ j. Consumers believe that the condi-

tional distribution of ratings is p(r jt|δ j)5. Knowing this relationship, consumers learn about

mean quality from the posterior distribution p(δ j|r jt). The noisiness depends on the number

of previous raters.

Next, consumer i updates her beliefs with the ratings — the average scores of feedback

3Ackerberg (2003) uses index (t + 1) to describe this situation, which means the actual experience utility
is known only before the purchase of the next good, but not at the time t. One needs to consume the good to
find out how it tasted.

4Often, discrete measures of quality are imposed. For instance, Netflix consumers reveal their preferences
giving one of 5 possible feedback ratings: 1 – “Hated it”, 2 – “Didn’t like it”, 3 – “It was OK”, 4 – “Liked it”,
and 5 – “Loved it”. I explored both possibilities and estimated two models with discrete and with continuous
quality. This paper presents my continuous model.

5Note, to believe that δ j is the society–average latent quality, one needs to assume that consumers that
choose to rate do not systematically differ in interpreting the latent quality. Otherwise, δ j is the raters’ latent
quality. This assumption however might not be too strong. For instance, Dellarocas, Awad, and Zhang (2004)
demonstrated that the ratings of raters and non–raters are highly correlated.
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submitted by previous consumers. Netflix also reports, and consumers observe, the total

number of raters. Hence, the signal about quality consists of the rating itself and the number

of raters that contributed to this average score. Each feedback rating fr j supplied by one

of R jt raters up to time t is a function of raters’ actual experience utility, some stochastic

mapping of the actual experience utility into the space of discrete ratings [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. If

consumers believe that one feedback rating has variance σ2
1/α

2, where α is some scaling

constant, then by the CLT, the average rating observed by consumers r jt = (
∑R jt

r=1 fr j)/R jt,

will be approximately normally distributed6 around some transform of the latent quality δ j

with variance σ2
1/(α

2R jt). Let me define the quality signal as a linear transformation of the

rating: si jt = αr jt + mi. This will allow for a different scale and make the quality signal

continuous. Hence, (αr jt + mi)|δ j ∼ N(δ j, σ
2
1/R jt). The posterior distribution of quality

δ j after the signal is observed is δ j|r jt,R jt ∼ N(δi jt, σ
2
jt). The mean of this distribution,

the perceived quality of movie j, is computed using Bayesian updating rule as a weighted

average of the prior mean and the signal:

δi jt = Ei[δ j|r jt,R jt] =
γi j/σ

2
0 + (αr jt + mi)R jt/σ

2
1

1/σ2
0 + R jt/σ

2
1

(2.3)

σ2
jt =

1
1/σ2

0 + R jt/σ
2
1

(2.4)

Consumer i forms her expectations about υiδ j. The perceived experience utility at time t is

expressed as:

υiEi[δ j|r jt,R jt] = υi
γi j/σ

2
0 + (αr jt + mi)R jt/σ

2
1

1/σ2
0 + R jt/σ

2
1

(2.5)

Note that the variance (2.4) in the posterior distribution depends on the variance of the prior

and the variance of the signal. As more consumers rate, the signal’s precision is higher, and

the posterior becomes more dependent on the average rating. Also, if signals are very noisy

and σ2
1 � σ2

0, after comparatively few votes, consumer i might still put greater weight on

her prior beliefs. However, eventually, when R jt is large enough, more weight will be put

6Another possible distributional assumption is that the prior is distributed Dirichlet and signals are multi-
nomial so that the posterior is also Dirichlet.
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on the signals.

Empirically, the expected utility for the inside good is specified as follows:

E(Ui jt|r jt,R jt) = X jtβ + υi
γi j/σ

2
0 + (αr jt + mi)R jt/σ

2
1

1/σ2
0 + R jt/σ

2
1

+ εi jt (2.6)

Note, it is impossible to jointly identify the variances for both the prior and the signal. To

demonstrate this, let me scale these parameters by factor c: σ2′
0 = σ2

0/c and σ2′
1 = σ2

1/c.

Observe, that the expected experience utility is unchanged:

Ei[δ j(σ2′
0 , σ

2′
1 )|r jt,R jt] =

γi j/σ
2′
0 + si jtR jt/σ

2′
1

1/σ2′
0 + R jt/σ

2′
1

=

c
c
γi j/σ

2
0 + si jtR jt/σ

2
1

1/σ2
0 + R jt/σ

2
1

= Ei[δ j(σ2
0, σ

2
1)|r jt,R jt]

Hence, I normalize the variance parameters in the following way:

1/σ2
1

(1/σ2
0 + 1/σ2

1)
= τ

1/σ2
0

(1/σ2
0 + 1/σ2

1)
= (1 − τ)

The inside good expected utility is now specified as follows:

E(Ui jt|r jt,R jt) = X jtβ + υi
γi j(1 − τ) + (αr jt + mi)τR jt

1 − τ + τR jt
+ εi jt (2.7)

Note that expectation of the latent quality is individual–specific because of the disper-

sion in the taste for quality υi. Also, consumers have specific priors. Finally, the way

ratings are transformed into signals (mi) is individual–specific. The expected quality is

time–specific because of time–varying signals.

I assume that the outside good is chosen if it is not a movie from the sample. The

utility of the inside movie j depends on the explicit attributes X jt. The time–invariant part

encompasses the way a movie was produced and marketed, the choice of the director, the

actors, the budget, etc. It also depends on the film–time–specific measure of movie’s age
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calculated as the current date minus the DVD release date7. β captures marginal tastes

toward observable movie characteristics.8

In sum, the specification structurally accounts for the common content selection mech-

anism employed by many online content providers suggesting consumers to differentiate

media by “Most Popular”, “Recently Added”, and “Highest Rated”. Demographic vari-

ables are not available in my data set9. The following information is fully observable and

known by the consumers and the econometrician: movie characteristics, including average

ratings r jt, number of ratings R jt, age and time–invariant attributes X j. I denote the movie–

specific data varying over time z j = (z j1 . . . z jT ) and the full vector of data z = (z1...zJ).

The choices of movies c = (c1 . . . cM), where ci = (ci1 . . . ciTi), are inferred from the ratings

data.10

The following information is known to consumers and unknown to the econometrician:

prior beliefs on movies’ experience utility γi j, taste for quality υi, and idiosyncratic shocks

εi jt. The precision parameter τ is assumed constant across consumers and time.

Idiosyncratic tastes are modeled as i.i.d. Type 1 extreme value random variable.11.

Consumer i’s prior beliefs, tastes toward quality, and the signal’s additive parameter are

modeled as follows: γi1...γiJ

ln υi

mi

 iid
∼ N

 γgl
υ
m

,Σ

 , Σ =

 σ
2
γI 0 0

0 σ2
υ 0

0 0 σ2
m

 ,
7The longer the movie is on the market, the more people know about it and, for example, the less they

would take into account/be influenced by advertising. Another interpretation of the age parameter is some-
what similar to “reputation” (Xiao, 2005). Customers have to rely on rating and experts’ reviews at the early
stage of a film’s life. However, with age, films form a “reputation”. Alternatively this slope captures the
decay rate in a movie’s appeal (quality in Einav (2006) or saturation in Moul (2007))

8Tastes for the characteristics βi could be modeled as random coefficients. In this version I do not use
random coefficients to describe heterogenous attitudes towards observable characteristics.

9To infer characteristics of consumers it is possible to use pre–sample data (as in Ackerberg (2003)) or
the one–day bulk ratings that are the responses to Netflix’s suggestions to rate as many as possible to create
consumer’s profile

10In the Data section I discuss the unique features of data, assumptions, and the construction of variables.
11As an extention/variation of this model εi jt could be modeled as the normal random variable. This would

require other estimation methods, e.g. integration via data augmentation using Gibbs sampling.
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were l is a j × 1 vector of 1’s and I is a J × J identity matrix. Prior beliefs about movie

quality, the additive parameter and the log of the tastes, are normally distributed and are not

correlated.12 I simulate 20 random draws from the multivariate standard normal distribution

and use them in estimation. The individual prior beliefs have parameters that are random

across individuals but have movie-specific parameters, γ j.

The vector of structural parameters θ = (β, γ j, σγ, υ, συ, a,m, σm, τ) is estimated using

the simulated maximum likelihood method (SML). Note the natural restriction is 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1.

To use the gradient–based SML nonlinear optimization routine, I reparametrized τ = Φ(t),

where Φ(·) is the CDF of the standard normal distribution.

The vector of mean prior beliefs about movies’ quality γ j is originally N–dimesional.

This is quite burdensome to estimate. To start with, one might make several simplifying

assumptions. Consider three films — “The Matrix”, “When Worlds Collide”, and “Mary

Poppins”. If ceteris paribus a consumer is indifferent between the three movies but all

consumers have different beliefs about cinema as such, it would be safe to assume equal

prior expectations for all movies: γ j = γ for all j.

Note, however that the first two are Science Fiction, the last is a family classic. Con-

sumers on average, probably, have different expectations about these two categories. For

instance, SciFi films are better on a big screen, while “Mary Poppins” is better to watch

with one’s family at home. Thus, it would be reasonable to assume that consumers have

the same expectations about movies in the same genre. Further, note that “When Worlds

Collide” is a comparatively low–budget SciFi film from fifties. If consumers have different

expectations about films in different genre–budget categories, Worlds’ prior expectation

12Empirically, for two first random coefficients, given a simulated bivariate standard normal draw ms =

[ms1 ms2]
′

∼ N(0, I) and γi j = γ j + γs, υi = exp(υ + υs), Lms = [γs υs]′ ∼ N(0,Σ) if Σ = LL′. L is the lower
triangular Cholesky factor of the covariance matrix Σ. I have considered the case with a non–zero correlation
between the tates and the priors.The covariance matrix in this case is:

Σ =

(
σ2
γ σγυ

σγυ σ2
υ

)
=

(
σ2
γ ρσγσυ

ρσγσυ σ2
υ

)
The correlation should have been identified by the similarity in priors and tastes towards the same movies.
Unfortunately, data does not allow me to identify parameter ρ.
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would be different from that of Matrix’s. In theory, one might go as far as to maintain the

initial assumption that all movies have different prior expected quality. I prefer to believe

that, for instance, customers’ beliefs about two consequent movies of the James Bond fran-

chise are the same. Hence the prevalent empirical specification includes fixed prior belief

effects for each genre–budget category. I assume that γ j = γl = γg for all ( j , l) ∈ g, where

g is a genre–budget category.

2.3.2 Empirical specification

Recall, εi jt are assumed to be distributed Type 1 Extreme Value i.i.d. Given data and pa-

rameters, the probability that consumer i chooses movie j at time t is analytically expressed

as follows:

Pr(cit = j|z1t, ..., zJt, θ) =

∫
exp Ui jt

1 +

Nit∑
k=1

exp Uikt

p(d(γi1...γiJ)|θ)p(dυi|θ) (2.8)

The likelihood for consumer i is the joint probability of her choice history through Ti time

periods. The integration is over γig, mi and tastes towards quality υi. This consumer het-

erogeneity is time–persistent, so that one needs to integrate the likelihoods of the series of

choices for each consumer.

Li (θ|z, ci) =

∫
Pr

(
{cit = j|z1t, ..., zJt, θ}

Ti
t=1

)
p(d(γi1...γiJ)|θ)p(dυi|θ)

=

∫ Ti∏
t=1

Pr (cit = j|z1t, ..., zJt, θ)p(d(γi1...γiJ)|θ)p(dυi|θ) (2.9)

To simulate this likelihood I draw NS –dimensional vectors υ and γ and obtain the simulated

likelihood:

̂Li (θ|z, ci) =
1

NS

NS∑
s=1

Ti∏
t=1

Pr (cit = j|z1t, ..., zJt, υs, γs, θ) (2.10)
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In other words, since both prior beliefs and tastes toward quality are persistent unobserv-

ables, I need to integrate them over the entire sequence of each consumer’s choices. The

simulated log–likelihood function encompassing choices of M consumers has the following

form:

L (θ|z, c) =

M∑
i=1

ln ̂Li (θ|z, ci) =

M∑
i=1

ln


1

NS

NS∑
s=1

Ti∏
t=1

exp Ui jt

1 +

Nit∑
k=1

exp Uikt


.

2.3.3 Identification

There are two sets of parameters to estimate in this model. The first set comprises the

marginal utilities towards explicitly or implicitly observable characteristics. These are

identified by the comparative market shares of movies with different characteristics. For

instance, if a movie with a higher budget is chosen more often, all other things being con-

stant, then the respective β estimate would be positive. The slope of age is identified by the

relative frequency of choices of movies with different age.

The second set of parameters describes learning. After time–invariant and age–related

components in the movie appeal are filtered out by X jt, the leftover is taken on by the ex-

pected quality parameters. Note, that film–specific or film category–specific time invariant

dummy variables, parameters of the prior beliefs distribution, do not enter linearly into the

expected utility. How much variation is taken on by these variables depends on the infor-

mativeness of the signals and consumer–specific tastes for quality — experience utility.

Neither we nor consumers observe the actual experience utility. Consumers are gov-

erned by their beliefs and tastes. The only thing that points towards better or worse expected

quality and informativeness of signals is the variation in the behavior of a consumers. Con-

sumers would pay more attention to ratings if they are good signals and less attention in

the case of poor signalling quality. How fast consumers come to realize that, with a large

enough set of feedback ratings the signal comes very close to represent the society–average
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quality would identify the precision parameter. The marginal effect of posterior quality on

the choice would identify υ. Parameters γ j and σ2
γ of the prior distribution are identified by

variation in a given consumer’s choices among movies of different categories that have the

same characteristics and by the fact that different consumers choose different movies even

if X jt, R jt, and r jt are the same.
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2.4 Data and estimation results

2.4.1 Data description and discussion

Recently Netflix announced a competition called The Netflix Prize meant to improve the

algorithm used to suggest movies based on the information about the preference profiles of

users. Such preference profiles are constructed using consumers feedback ratings. Netflix

needs to recommend movies a consumer would really like. The competition gives access

to the data:

...The movie rating files contain over 100 million ratings from 480 thou-

sand randomly-chosen, anonymous Netflix customers over 17 thousand movie

titles. The data were collected between October, 1998 and December, 2005 and

reflect the distribution of all ratings received during this period. The ratings are

on a scale from 1 to 5 (integral) stars. To protect customer privacy, each cus-

tomer id has been replaced with a randomly-assigned id. The date of each

rating and the title and year of release for each movie id are also provided...

Netflix’s data has names as title attributes (with identifiers). All other useful data was

collected from several sources — IMDb (2006) as well as HTI (2006).

An important feature is that Netflix provides feedback ratings but not the actual con-

sumption data. I could assume that each feedback rating is related to a movie rented from

the Netflix system. This is not necessarily true. A better way would be to sample only

such consumption paths that are consistent with the natural renting activity given the avail-

able tariff plans. In other words, if a consumer rates 20 movies a day, I consider it to be

bulk rating activity. If a consumer rates on average 2–3 movies a day, I consider it to be

renting–and–rating process.

Figure B.9 in the Appendices depicts typical patterns of feedback ratings I observe. The

number of ratings per day are on the vertical axis and the calendar days of 2004 and 2005

are on the horizontal axis. All the graphs depict consumers who watch, return, and rate.
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Note, however, consumers could rate many movies at once, which might be the case of

bulk rating invited by Netflix. The top left and the bottom right graphs represent a typical

story. These consumers followed Netflix’s instructions to rate as many movies as possible

to create their profiles and generate good recommendations. Then they became tired with

the process or rated all they remembered and stopped. Consumer 2 probably has done this

before the observed period. Consumer 3 comes back to Netflix and rates many movies at

once from time to time.

Probably, the most straightforward way to ensure that the rating occurrences used as

consumption in the estimation are closely related to consumption is to choose ratings that

happen once a day. It is unlikely that a person comes to the web site and rates one movie if

she did not watch it recently. Most probably, it is some consumption experience that made

her do this. The first–best would be a case when a consumer watches a Netflix’s DVD and

rates it as soon as Netflix sends “We received your DVD” email with the suggestion to click

on rating stars. It is quite reasonable to presume that among these ratings one might find

movies from Blockbuster or elsewhere. But since a consumer goes to the Netflix’s web site

to rate it, she might have seen Netflix’s rating. The most prevalent Netflix tariff plan is “3

DVDs–at–a–time”, hence I assume that an average consumer rates no more then 3 movies

at once. Figure B.10 depicts the same consumers’ ratings as Figure B.9, but trimmed — I

delete all the occurrences of four or more rating per day.

2.4.2 Variables construction.

The entire set of ratings by 464262 customers rating 17001 titles in 1998 – 2005 consists

of 22967929 observations. I have concentrated on years 2000 to 2005 — when the set of

movies became large enough. Next, I have collapsed the data to the weekly level. I have

randomly selected 13510 consumers who actively rated during this period.13

Table A.8 summarizes this sample. My average consumer rated 171 movies over 312

13I would prefer using the entire sample of data. However, even with this sample size it took me about 6
days to estimate the model with 60 parameters.
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weeks. In this sample, the average consumer rates during 138 weeks. Some consumers start

rating from the first week, others come into the sample later on. If a consumer does not rate

during a week, she is assumed to choose the outside good. An average consumer chooses

the outside good 63 weeks during six years period. Finally, note that many consumers

choose several movies per calendar week. In this case, for estimation purposes, I assume

that consumers have different number of movie–weeks per year.

Many attributes of movies are defined at the production stage by producers, director,

actors, etc. These are time-invariant. Movies with higher budgets would generate higher

interest. Further, a blockbuster film has a better chance to be heard of. Thus the more

people have seen a movie in theaters, the more publicity it gets via word of mouth. Finally,

the more people talk about a movie, the higher the chances are that somebody else would

also like to see it.

To control for the initial higher investment in movies I collect data on movie budgets

from the IMDB website. To account for differences in word of mouth as a potential channel

of information dissemination about movies I collect data on total box office revenues. As

shown in Table A.10, the spread in the budgets is quite sizable: from negligible (shown as

0 million) to 200 million US$. Revenue vary as well. Some movies go directly to video

release and thus do not have theater–related publicity. Other movies have total theater gross

box office measured in hundreds of million of dollars. The average budget is around 15 mil-

lion dollars and the average gross total is around 26 million dollars. There is a reasonable

positive correlation of 0.57 between the budget and the box office data. The budget does

not fully predict the potential box office. Generally there is a wide range of movies with

various budget sizes that generate quite uniformly distributed box office proceeds. The total

number of movies in the sample is defined by the availability of financial data — 7705. All

other films are considered to be part of the outside good.

Another variable that helps in filtering out the implicitly observable appeal of movies

is the total number of the feedback ratings submitted by IMDB users. I consider this data a

proxy for other information about a movie that a Netflix consumer might take into account.
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I refer to it as “popularity”. Arguably, this aggregate would reflect the relative success

credited to the actors, the director, etc. Movies with more IMDB ratings tend to be more

famous and more actively discussed. Note in Table A.10 that the data on the amount of the

Netflix and IMDB ratings is comparable. Their correlation is 0.7. However, keep in mind

an important difference. I observe dynamics of the number of ratings in Netflix and use it

to model precision of the quality signal. I do not observe dynamics of the amount of IMDB

ratings and use the “final” value as an exogenous source of variation in movies’ popularity.

To account for the fact that consumers might have different preferences for, or prior

beliefs about genres, I construct genre dummy variables. Table A.9 summarizes this in-

formation. The most represented genres are drama (1918 movies, 24.9%), comedy (1824

movies, 23.7%), and action (1054 movies, 13.7%). Miscellaneous genres (game–show,

history, reality–TV, and sport) are collected into the category “others”.

In the set of implicitly or explicitly observable attributes I include movie’s age, i.e.

time elapsed since the release in theaters. Sometimes consumers prefer new movies (block-

buster effect) and sometimes they would wait in order to be convinced that a movie is good

(sleeper movie). Release dates were collected from the IMDB web site and the age in days

is calculated. Table A.11 summarizes weekly data on time–varying variables. Note that the

age of movies varies from 0 (just released) to 33400 days (early 20th century). I transform

age, popularity, and financial variables into logarithmic form.

The number of raters (in millions) and the average rating is used to model consumer

learning. Note that the average rating changes as more consumers submit their opinions.

Figure B.11 depicts typical trends in the average ratings. “Harry Potter and the Prisoner of

Azkaban” demonstrates an initial spike. Then the average rating trends down and finally

converges to its long–run average. The DVD release of “Mary Poppins” also experiences

an initial surge in average rating, probably, thanks to devotees’ feedback. The DVD release

of the Sci Fi classics “When Worlds Collide” quickly converges to its long–run average.

“The Matrix” has the average rating that had converged to its long–run level before the

beginning of 2004. Finally, “Lost in Translation”, initially having high ratings converged
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to the lower level in the end.

2.4.3 Estimation Results

I report Simulated Maximum Likelihood estimation results of three specifications in Table

A.12 and Table A.13. The asymptotic variance–covariance matrix is estimated via numeric

differentiation of the individual–specific likelihood functions and inverting the sum of the

outer–product of the resulting gradients. The standard errors of the parameter τ is computed

using the delta method.

First, for the purpose of comparison, I assume that consumers do not learn and do not

have prior beliefs (Specification 1). Then, I assume that consumers learn and have prior

beliefs that vary according to genres. This is the full model described above (Specification

2). Finally, I assume that consumers differentiate between films in separate budget–genre

categories (Specification 3). I report results in two tables. Table A.12 shows the key struc-

tural parameters from the three specifications and Table A.13 reports the estimates of the

corresponding group–specific mean prior quality beliefs.

Consider first Table A.12. The last two specifications produce comparable results. Note

that the estimates are very precise thanks to the comparatively large data set consisting of

more than 3 million consumers’ choices. The log of the number of IMDB ratings is a

good predictor of choice: the more popular a movie is, the higher is the probability that

consumers discover it via word of mouth or other information channels. In other words,

the more a movie is discussed, the higher is the probability that a consumer would like to

try to watch it.

Note, that consumers generally like new movies, as shown by the positive estimate of

the respective variable. However, controlling for the new releases, the behavior is nonlinear.

Consumers like older movies, but very old movies are not the first choice. Depending

on the specification, the decay in the utility as movie ages is different. In the models

capturing richer consumer heterogeneity (Specification 2 and 3) the effect of age is smaller
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and movies lose their appeal faster.

The log of budget has negative estimates — big budget does not guarantee success in

the DVD rental market. Quite the opposite, expensive hit movies are probably watched

in the theaters. On the contrary, the log of gross box office proceeds positively affects

consumer’s utility and thus the probability of choice. The higher gross box office is another

proxy for popularity and word of mouth. These effects could as well be captured by the

IMDB popularity variable that has large positive estimate.

Let me turn to the learning parameters. Here, the values from three specifications are

also comparable. The mean of the random consumer–specific taste toward quality, calcu-

lated as E(υi) = eυ, is about 11.

Consumers somewhat disagree on prior beliefs about movie quality as demonstrated

by the estimates of σγ. The mean consumer–specific prior beliefs are presented in Table

A.13. Specification 2 shows how genre–specific prior beliefs are dispersed around this

mean. Specification 3 further disaggregates average prior expectations for genre–budget

categories — movies with budgets higher than $80 million, $5–$80 million, and less than

$5 million.

There are several interesting results here. Note, the priors are ranked in ascending order.

Animation titles have the lowest prior quality estimates — good ratings are very important

for such titles. Sci–Fi or western films on the other hand have the highest priors. This

means that consumers have strong positive beliefs about the quality of such movies and

ratings (low ones) would have smaller effect.

The parameter of the relative precision of the quality signals 1/σ2
1

(1/σ2
0+1/σ2

1) is estimated 0.67

or 0.72 depending on the specification, hence 1/σ2
0

(1/σ2
0+1/σ2

1) is 0.33 or 0.28.

These numbers are more easily understood with a data example. Consider the three

previously mentioned films: “Mary Poppins”, “The Matrix”, and “When Worlds Collide”.

In Table A.14 I report the expected posterior mean quality for different ratings and the

number of raters. Note that at the very beginning of the respective periods both “Mary
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Poppins” and “When Worlds Collide” had smaller expected posterior quality due to two

facts: the small prior belief about quality and the low precision of the quality signal. The

average rating of “Mary Poppins” was almost the same by the end of the period. However

since many people rated, the precision increased substantially and the quality expectations

were noticeably upgraded. The precision of “When Worlds Collide” did not increase as

much, but those that watched and rated have bumped up the average rating and thus the

expected average quality. Finally, the rating of “The Matrix” slightly went down from 4.4

to 4.2, but the increased precision of this signal only raised the expected quality.

Finally, in this paper I study two forms of consumer heterogeneity. In the estimated

models, consumers differ in how they transform ratings into quality signals and in how

they from prior beliefs about quality. The first, vertical differentiation, is captured by the

standard deviation σm, the second, by σγ. The corresponding coefficients of variation

are 0.074 for ratings–to–signal transformation and 0.139 for prior belief dispersion. This

means that consumers treat ratings similarly while the formation of priors is much more

dispersed.

2.4.4 Welfare Analysis

In theory, additional information makes consumers change their behavior: a different set

of movies would be chosen conditional on the information signals about quality. It is true

that consumers might prefer movies with higher average ratings. However, when a movie

rating goes down, it does not mean that consumer utility will decrease. Consumers will

switch to a different choice and the resulting utility might go up.

One of the key purposes of this research is to evaluate the benefit of information for con-

sumers. If ratings indeed function as quality signals, consumers might enjoy increased util-

ity levels and agree to pay more for the service or, alternatively, stay with the current service

provider longer. To compute the difference in the consumer surplus I simulate the coun-

terfactual mean utilities under the assumption of no quality signals from ratings. In other
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words, I assume that ratings are completely uninformative so that consumers make their

choice based on the explicit characteristics and the prior believes only. I follow Chernew,

Gowrisankaran, and Scanlon (2001) who face a similar problem with health plan report

cards used as quality signals. Let Ui jt|I denote the mean utility of movie j for consumer i at

time t given the information state. I = 1 if the decision is made taking ratings into account

and I = 0 if ratings are not taken into consideration. The individual–time–specific value of

information could be a proxy for / determine the service quality. It is calculated as follows:

∆it = ln
Ni∑
j=1

exp E(Ui jt|(I = 1)) − ln
Ni∑
j=1

exp E(Ui jt|(I = 0))

−

 Ni∑
j=1

P(ci jt = 1|I = 0)E(Ui jt|(I = 1) −
Ni∑
j=1

P(ci jt = 1|I = 0)E(Ui jt|(I = 0)


The first line of the above formula makes use of the logit utility shocks and represents the

difference in maximum utility in two information states. The second line is the difference in

the mean utilities in two states with the probabilities of uninformed choices P(ci jt = 1|I = 0)

used as weights. Overall, it is a difference between ex–post counterfactual utility from

movies chosen with ratings and ex–post utility from movies chosen without ratings.

The value of information is shown in Figure B.12. The top left panel plots the value

of ratings for the history of choices of a representative consumer. Note, that this value is

always positive and is fluctuating between 1 and 3 utility units. Also note that there is a

monotonic growth in the average value of information per movie choice. This could be

attributed to two factors. First, as more feedback ratings are submitted by the consumers,

ratings become more informative and hence bring more value to consumers. Second, it

could also be true that the choices are more affected by ratings because consumers enjoy

the results of better informed decision.

I aggregate the value of information across consumers and report the overall weekly

sum of the value of information in my sample and the mean of the value of information per
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choice in the bottom left and the top right panels respectively. Note that the average value

of information per choice stays positive all the time and is monotonically increasing entire

period up until the last couple of weeks. A similar slight drop in the value of information

could be noticed during every year end. These are seasonal effects of Christmas holidays

when consumers might substitute more to the outside good — probably, go to a theater.

Lastly, I plot the number movie choices against the average value of information for the

entire sample. The majority of consumers make about 120–300 choices with mean being

about 204 choices, including the outside good weeks. The average value of information

is about 2.8 utility units per choice. However, I find no clear relationship between the

frequency of choices and the mean value of information. Probably, consumers with longer

histories might have lower historic average value of information because of the lower such

value at the very start of the system.

2.4.5 Counterfactual Analysis

I perform counterfactual analysis using the estimated structural parameters to assess the

effect of ratings on the rental behavior. First, I assume that consumers do not take into

account ratings and choose movies based on the observable attributes and prior beliefs

about quality. Apparently, the ratings matter much in this model. The actual data sample

contains about 26% of the outside good choices. With ratings, my model predicts that

about 15% of the choices would be in favor of the outside good. Without ratings, this share

increases to about 54%. In the absence of ratings consumers will substitute to choosing

DVD movies from other sources or going to theaters. In other words, ratings are an integral

and crucial part of the Netflix movie selection mechanism.

Table A.15 and Figure dissect simulated data into genres. Notice, that the composition

of genres changes without ratings. Consumers would less frequently watch action, adven-

ture, animation, fantasy. On the other hand, without ratings more dramas, documentary,

music would be chosen. That is, ratings are important for the first subset of genres, and
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less so for the second, as was shown previously by the estimates of the prior quality beliefs

parameters. Probably, it is easier to agree upon experience utility of action movies and

hence ratings are more precise quality signals. On the other hand, it is hard to agree on the

quality of dramas due to the heterogeneity in preferences towards such movies. The fourth

column of Table A.15 shows that the model with ratings simulates a distribution of genres

very similar to the actual data.

Further, I dissect the simulated data to understand how ratings shape the distribution

of choices over the movie release date. Recall, that ratings are supposed to help discover

movies what are not explicitly advertised — old, foreign, independent, ets. Netflix accu-

mulated a large movie base and hopes that customers would be able to choose DVDs they

will enjoy. At the same time, it is also less costly to deliver films that do not require revenue

sharing with studios.

Let me show that ratings indeed perform this function. Table A.16. Here one can see the

distribution of chosen movies with and without ratings. Without ratings consumers would

choose more of the newer movies. With ratings, the share of the older films increases.
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2.5 Conclusions

This paper analyzes ratings as signals about quality of movies. I estimate a structural

Bayesian learning model that relates votes submitted by the previous consumers to choices

of future consumers. The results of this research point towards the importance of informa-

tion in markets for experience goods. It is very hard to predict quality of a movie and hence

consumers need to rely on the informative signals from the “early adopters”.

Feedback collected by Netflix and reported as the average rating and the number of

raters plays an important role in the choice of the late adopters — consumers that need to

maximize their experience utility from a movie, especially if the choice set is very large. I

show that consumers do pay attention to ratings, but only if the amount of raters is substan-

tially large. This reiterates the importance of the information accumulation by Netflix.

Simulation results demonstrate that in the absence of ratings consumers substitute to-

wards the outside good — the share of the outside good choices increases from 15 to 54

percent. In addition, the composition of the movie choices changes as well. Consumers

prefer newer films to older.

I estimate the individual–choice specific value of informations from ratings. This value

is positive and monotonically increasing over time. Information contained in ratings appre-

ciates as more feedback votes are collected by Netflix.

The subscription demand estimation helps monetizing the value of the ratings informa-

tion and shows that firms might utilize a retail system with the quality signaling mechanism

to create switching costs for consumers and exercise market power. The further research

will help assessing the effect of information on the profits of firms, social welfare, and the

level of competition.
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Chapter 3

The Value of The Ratings System

Abstract

I use the value of information from ratings estimated within a bayesian learning model to

analyze their effect on the welfare of consumers and producers. I formulate and estimate

a BLP–style logit demand model of the market for online DVD subscription plans. This

model shows that Netflix can use the value consumers derive from information to create

brand loyalty. The data on pricing allows me to set a monetary value on quality signals and

hence evaluate the private dollar value of ratings voluntarily submitted by prior consumers.

I simulate counterfactual profit under the assumption that consumers do not use ratings as

quality signals. The simulations from the estimation show how the information generated

by the ratings system influences Netflixs profit as well as the pricing and strategic decisions

made by its competitors in the DVD rental market. Overall, this research demonstrates how

firms can provide information that generates value to consumers.
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3.1 Introduction

The New Economy is known for use of information technologies. Because of its unpar-

alleled ability to accumulate and disseminate knowledge, the Internet opens new ways of

doing business, learning, socializing, and entertaining. Consequently, markets that were

previously known for information asymmetries are especially affected. One of the good

examples of how the Internet can improve consumers’ welfare is the online DVD rental

market.

Netflix invented online DVD rental in 1999 and became the leader in the industry. Now

Netflix is the largest online movie rental service, with more than 8 million subscribers and

75% of the market. There are several explanations of this success. The first explanation is

in efficient fulfillment service, convenient and fast delivery and a large variety of films to

choose from. A second reason for the success story is directly related to the opportunities

provided by the Internet: a user–friendly web catalogue with the comprehensive descriptive

information about DVDs.

Probably the most interesting reason for Netflix’s success is the use of the Internet

to accumulate and disseminate information about the experience utility of early movie–

watchers. Netflix implemented a system of ratings where consumers can rate movies on-

line and later receive specifically tailored recommendations. In addition, while browsing

the online catalogue consumers are presented with the average peer ratings and the total

number of votes submitted for a movie, making their choices dependent on this quality

signal.

This mechanism allowed the creation of new value by (i) getting consumers to rent more

titles and (ii) increasing the variety of movies rented by consumers. The first outcome is

naturally realized from better informed choice decisions in the presence of an additional

quality signal. The second outcome is due to the change in the movie demand structure.

For instance, without an opinion from early watchers modern consumers might not know

about some brilliant movies from the 50’s.
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In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, I show how consumers use the peer ratings of previ-

ous movie watchers to predict their own experience utility prior to the choice. I estimate

structural bayesian learning model and compute the value of information as a difference in

consumer surplus. In this chapter I answer the question of how valuable this signaling sys-

tem is in the economic sense. To do this, I evaluate information from ratings in monetary

terms using the computed change in consumer welfare from more informed decisions as an

input in model of the tariff plans demand.

This model helps address one very important issue: how do consumers and producers

share welfare from information systems? Netflix is only one example of many Internet

markets where information is important. The Internet is used to aggregate information and

use it to resolve uncertainty for consumers in many other markets. In general, information is

the key component of increases in productivity from the “new economy”. Thus, quantifying

consumers’ and firms’ benefits helps defining public policies toward similar information

systems and the Internet.

In this chapter I estimate the impact of ratings system on DVD–by–mail subscriptions.

In doing so I specify a discrete choice model of video rental subscriptions where informa-

tion from ratings is an input. I collect and use publicly available market level data from

three key service providers and estimate the monetary value of information from ratings.

Several BLB–style specifications predict that from 1999 to 2005 the additional value from

the ratings system consumers enjoy may vary between $3 and $5 monthly. Finally, I back

up the price–cost margin and calculate the variable profit of Netflix.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section I summarize some of the lit-

erature relevant to this research. Then, I present the formal structural model. Finally, I

describe my data and the results.
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3.2 Literature

This research benefits from and contributes to the empirical literature on differentiated

products demand estimation. The basic theoretical paper that preceded the modern ap-

proach of demand estimation is by Rosen (1974) who developed the hedonic model of de-

mand. Other papers that help develop the hierarchical approach to demand estimation are

by Quandt (1968) and Lancaster (1966). Finally, Anderson, de Palma, and Thisse (1992)

surveyed this earlier methodology and showed that such methods are equivalent to mod-

ern discrete choice analysis. With regard to the key methodological literature, McFadden

(1984) reviews the methods of qualitative response analysis, including the cases of endoge-

nous qualitative variables. Cardell (1997) provides a theoretical justification of the extreme

value random variable assumption for the logit model.

Using discrete choice methodology has become a prevalent way to estimate demand

parameters in modern industrial organization. A vast variety of questions are investigated

within this framework, including market power, introduction of new brands, innovations,

and learning. The first paper that attempts estimation of demand system parameters us-

ing data on market shares is Bresnahan (1987), who studies the US automobile industry

in 1955. Bresnahan (1987) pioneered the modern method of logit demand parameter esti-

mation using market data. He assumes that the estimated market shares are different from

the actual due to measurement error. The estimated market shares depend on the product

characteristics and prices.

A similar approach is used by Goldberg (1995) who estimates the demand for auto-

mobiles and analyses related trade policy issues. Nevo (2001) studies price competition

and mergers in the ready–to–eat cereal industry. Petrin (2002) examines the welfare effect

of the introduction of the minivan. The welfare effect of the introduction of a new brand

of cereal is examined by Hausman (1994). Gasmi, Laffont, and Vuong (1992) studies the

market for soft drinks to understand the collusive behavior of the producers.

The key controversy of the approach used by Bresnahan (1987) is that the measure-
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ment error is assumed to be independent of product characteristics and prices. This is a

very strong assumption which in general would lead to biased parameter estimates. The

second criticism of Bresnahan (1987) is that the unobserved measurement errors are as-

sumed to be additive to market shares. Berry (1994) works with a model very similar to

Bresnahan (1987) and gives a new, more theoretically grounded interpretation of unob-

served by econometricians product characteristics that enter the indirect utility function of

consumers and could be observed by firms. Berry (1994) also shows that, depending on the

assumptions about the logit error term and the marginal utility of attributes, utility function

parameters can be estimated by generalized method of moments, an instrumental variables

approach, or by simulated method of moments.

Following Berry (1994), Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995, 2004) further develop

the methodology of differentiated product demand estimation, discussing instrumenting

approach, adding the supply side to the analysis and showing how it can be used for a

more efficient estimation of the model. Finally, Nevo (2000) summarizes the now well–

established methodology for the estimation of random–coefficients logit models of demand,

providing key ideas for the empirical strategy of this chapter.
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3.3 The Model

The market under consideration is new and growing. Consumers either go to local rental

stores less, substituting with the Netflix–like service, or switch completely. Hence the

market size is an increasing function of product quality. One of the most important deter-

minants of quality is the ability to make an informed decision taking into account average

ratings. Hence, I specify a quality measure to be the value of information discussed above,

∆t. This measure is estimated within the learning model above for Netflix’s subscriptions

and is plotted on the upper–right part of the Figure B.12. I assume that this measure is zero

for the competitiors.

3.3.1 Consumer Utility and Demand

Market demand for a DVD–by–mail subscription plan could be derived from the following

utility maximization problem. There are i = 1 . . .M consumers, ti = 1 . . . T time periods,

and j = 1 . . . Jt online DVD–by–mail subscription plans to choose from. Note, each time

period t there is a different set of plans. All consumers can subscribe to all possible plans.

Each time period t consumers maximize expected utility by choosing between the inside

goods (the mentioned subscription plans) and the outside goods (all other possible ways to

rent a DVD). The indirect utility is specified as follows:

Ui jt = Xjtα
x
i − p jtα

p
i + ∆ jtα

∆
i + ξ jt + εi jt

Ui0t = 0 + εi0t (3.1)

Note, choosing the inside good, consumer i benefits from the observable characteristics Xjt

and the ratings information ∆ jt and has to pay a monthly price p jt. ξ jt is an unobserved

by the econometrician product characteristic and εi jt is an unobserved utility shock. Con-

sumers could also choose to switch to the outside option if the mean utility of the inside

good is negative. αx
i is the vector of consumer–specific tastes for observable attributes, αp

i

is the marginal utility of income, and α∆
i is the marginal utility of the ratings system.
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The observed characteristics vary with producers, with tariff plans, and with time. In

addition to the value of the ratings system which is both observed by consumers and esti-

mated within the learning model, tariff plans also differ in the number of DVD that can be

kept at one time, the overall choice set available, and in the different number of shipping

centers. The unobservable to the econometrician characteristics might include promotions

not captured by the data or other systematic demand shocks. Nevo (2001) specifies the

unobservable

ξ jt = ξ j + ξt + ∆ξ jt (3.2)

and suggest estimating ξ j and ξt with respective fixed effects.

Note that the above specification of the indirect utility function assumes that all con-

sumers face the same prices but have different marginal utility of wealth. In reality, it is

possible that some consumers pay consumer–specific prices. Using the market level data

and average prices might lead to the measurement error bias due to this additional source

of correlation between the unobservable (and excluded) ξ jt and price. This and other unob-

served characteristics of rental services correlated with market share and prices suggests a

need for instrumenting.

I assume that εi jt is an i.i.d. type I extreme value random variable so that the mar-

ket shares can be derived using logit formula. Now, depending on assumptions about the

consumer specific marginal utility of the observed characteristics there are two possible

estimation routines: Berry (1994) inversion or the random coefficient model as in Berry,

Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995). More generally, the consumer specific marginal utilities of

the observed characteristics, wealth, and the rating system could be modeled as follows:

αi = ᾱ + σνi

Thus, the indirect utility of the inside good becomes:

Ui jt = Xjtᾱ
x − p jtᾱ

p + ∆ jtᾱ
∆ + ξ jt + Xjtσxν1i − p jtσpν2i + ∆ jtσ∆ν3i + ξ jt + εi jt (3.3)
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Hence the indirect utility from choosing a subscription plan can be decomposed into mean

utility:

δ jt = δ(Xjt, p jt,∆ jt, ξ jt, θ1) = Xjtᾱ
x − p jtᾱ

p + ∆ jtᾱ
∆ + ξ jt

and consumer–specific deviation:

µi jt = µ(Xjt, p jt,∆ jt, θ2) + εi jt = Xjtσxν1i − p jtσpν2i + ∆ jtσ∆ν3i + εi jt

Note that now the substitution effect depends on these consumer–specific deviations µi jt.

To estimate the dollar value of the information system I use the compensating variation

formula:

CVt = −
1
αp

ln ∑
∀ j∈t

exp(δ∗jt) − ln
∑
∀ j∈t

exp(δo
jt)


δ∗jt is the mean utility of plan j at time t in the presence of the signaling mechanism, δo

jt

is the counterfactual mean utility with no quality signals, and αp is the marginal value of

money.

One extreme assumption would be that consumers do not differ in how they react to the

observed characteristics and price and that the respective sigmas equal zero. In this case

µi jt = εi jt and the random coefficient model would be equivalent to the rather restrictive,

but easy to estimate with Berry–inversion logit model:

ln(s jt) − ln(s0t) = Xjtᾱ
x − p jtᾱ

p + ∆ jt, ᾱ
∆ + ξ jt (3.4)

The respective mean marginal utilities can be obtained with a simple linear instrumental

variables regression. If, however, consumers indeed differ in how they react to the char-

acteristics, the parameters of equation (3.3) can be estimated using the simulated method

of moments used by Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995) (henceforth BLP). Recall, the εi jt

are assumed to be distributed as Type 1 Extreme Value i.i.d. Given observable and unob-

servable characteristics of subscription plans and the vector of structural parameters, the
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market share of product j at time t is analytically expressed as follows:

s(X jt, p jt,∆ jt, ξ jt, θ1, θ2) =

∫ exp
[
δ jt + µ(Xjt, p jt,∆ jt, νi, θ2)

]
1 +

J∑
k=1

exp
[
δkt + µ(Xkt, pkt,∆kt, νi, θ2)

]dp(νi) (3.5)

This analytical logistic integral is integrated with respect the to consumer–specific random

vector νi = (νi1, νi2, νi3). Empirically, given the vector of random draws νi, this integral can

simulated as follows:

s(X jt, p jt,∆ jt, ξ jt, θ1, θ2) =

NS∑
i=1

exp
[
δ jt + µ(Xjt, p jt,∆ jt, νi, θ2)

]
1 +

J∑
k=1

exp
[
δkt + µ(Xkt, pkt,∆kt, νi, θ2)

] (3.6)

Assuming that the vector Z jt is uncorrelated with the unobserved characteristics ξ jt, one

can formulate moment conditions involving an inversion of ξ jt as a function of the data

and of the parameters θ = (θ1, θ2). The Berry–style inversion above is analytical. The

BLP–style inversion is numerical and can be achieved using contraction mapping. Let s jt

be the actual market share of product j in market t. Then ξ jt should solve the system of

non–linear equations s jt = s(X jt, p jt,∆ jt, ξ jt, θ) and operator T is the contraction mapping

with modulus less than one:

T (ξ jt) = ξ jt + ln(s jt) − ln(s(X jt, p jt,∆ jt, ξ jt, θ))

This contraction mapping can be recursively applied to obtain the unobserved character-

istic ξ jt via numerical inversion, which subsequently can be used to formulate moment

conditions:

E(ξ jt|Z jt) = 0

The peculiarity of the available data does not allow calculating the actual market share of

the tariff plan s jt but only the sum of market shares of all subscription plans for firm f at

time t:
∑

j∈ f s jt. This makes linear Berry–style model impossible to estimate. To estimate a

BLP model, it is necessary to assume that the unobservable characteristics are the same for
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all tariff plans of firm f at time t. This is not an unreasonable assumptions if one separately

estimates plan– and time–specific fixed effects as in equation (3.2) and further assumes that

∆ξ f t = ∆ξ jt = ∆ξlt∀ j , l ∈ f . With this modification, the contraction mapping would

become:

T (ξ f t) = ξ f t + ln(
∑
j∈ f

s jt) − ln(
∑
j∈ f

s(X jt, p jt,∆ jt, ξ f t, θ)) (3.7)

In sum, the estimation procedure for the BLP specification would consist of the following

steps:

1) start with initial vector θ and initial vector ξ;

2) apply contraction mapping (3.7) to numerically invert ξ(s f t, X jt, p jt,∆ jt, θ);

3) define the moment condition G j(θ) = 1
J

∑
j[ξ jt(θ) ⊗ Z jt];

4) solve for θ minimizing G j(θ)′AG j(θ); A is a weighting matrix.

3.3.2 Supply side

Each of F firms in each time period t produces a subset of the subscription plans J f t ∈ Jt.

Facing demand (3.5) firm f maximizes profit

π f t =
∑
j∈J f t

(p jt − mc jt)Mts(X jt, p jt,∆ jt, ξ jt, θ). (3.8)

I assume that marginal cost is constant for given plan in a given period and that firms play

Bertrand, setting prices p jt that satisfy the first order conditions:

s(X jt, p jt,∆ jt, ξ jt, θ) +
∑
j∈J f t

(p jt − mc jt)
∂s(X jt, p jt,∆ jt, ξ jt, θ)

∂p jt
= 0 (3.9)

I follow BLP and recover the marginal cost using these first order conditions:

mc jt = p jt − D(X jt, p jt,∆ jt, ξ jt, θ)−1s(X jt, p jt,∆ jt, ξ jt, θ), (3.10)

where in each time period t the ( j, r) element of a Jt by Jt matrix D is −∂sr/∂p j if r equals

j, and zero otherwise.
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Having calculated marginal cost, I am equipped to perform counterfactual price vector

simulation under various demand regimes. I am most interested in what would happen to

the variable profit of firms if Netflix’s ratings system was not in place. This simulated coun-

terfactual price vector would help understand the value of this system and the distribution

of welfare between consumers and producers.

3.3.3 Instruments

In the presence of unobservables correlated with Z jt the above moment condition would not

hold. Hence, one needs to find factors that would correlate with observed data, e.g. prices,

but would not be correlated with ξ jt. In other words, the set of instruments should effect

demand only via the instrumented variables.

Thus, Z jt does not include market prices and quantities since obviously unobserved de-

mand shocks affect both. On the other hand Z jt should include the cost shifters — these

affect price and hence market shares, but are not the part of the utility maximization prob-

lem. The USPS 1 class postage is one candidate. It affects price, but is naturally excluded

from the consumer’s decision problem. Further, the set of instruments should include prod-

uct characteristics of competing tariff plans and firms. If Netflix’s 3–at–a–time plan has a

close substitute from Blockbuster, then such plan should have a lower markup. At the same

time 1–at–a-time did not have a close substitute and the markup is higher.

In this way, following Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995) for each of the product char-

acteristics — the number of movies at a time, the number of delivery centers, and the

number of titles — I where possible, calculate the sum of characteristics across own prod-

ucts and across the competing firms’ products. For example, the instruments for Netflix’s

plan 3–at–a–time I include the size, number of DVD’s at a time of this plan, the sum of

the number of DVD’s across all Netflix’s plans at time t, and the sum across all rivals’ plan

sizes. For characteristics that are the same for all plans within the same firm, such as the

number of delivery centers, the instruments include the number of delivery centers and the
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sum thereof for all competitors.
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3.4 Data and Results

3.4.1 Data description and discussion

The data for this model was collected from the press and from the financial statements of

Netflix and Blockbuster. I have quarterly data on prices and subscribers of 14 tariff plans

over 7 years from three producers — Netflix, Blockbuster, and Wal–Mart. Additional data

includes the number of available titles, shipping centers, entry of Blockbuster, the number

of USA households as a measure of the market size. I used USPS postage as an instrument

for price. Some summary statistics are reported in Tables A.17 and A.18.

Table A.17 gives an idea about the development of the market. Note that over almost

7 years the total number of subscribers went from about one hundred thousand to amore

that three million subscribers. Note also that Netflix dominated the market for almost the

entire time. Wal–Mart started its own DVD–by–mail business in the end of 2003 but was

not successful and sold its operations to Netflix in 2005. Another competitor, Blockbuster,

a leader of the in–store DVD rental market launched its own Blockbuster Online in 2004

and succeeded in capturing a little more than 10% market share. Entry by Blockbuster

resulted in a short–lived price war that decreased average market price. Later on, however,

the introduction of newer more expensive subscription plans resulted in a higher average

price.

The entry of Blockbuster needs to be described in more detail to better understand the

market evolution and the difference in business strategies of the three biggest competitors.

Historically, Blockbuster was a leader of the DVD rental business due to having a large

network of local rental stores. As a result, little attention was payed to development of the

web site or the introduction of other innovations. On the other hand, Netflix was an In-

ternet startup centering its business strategy around the Internet and using all opportunities

provided by modern information technologies. Started as a catalogue, Netflix’s web site

gradually became an all–encompassing tool helping consumers make more informed de-

cision about movies, among other things, using ratings quality signals. Finally, Wal–Mart
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never specialized in DVD rentals. This business became another addition to its retailing

model.

Wal–Mart replicated the online fulfillment business and did not go further to make its

service as user–friendly as Netflix’s; eventually they were forced to exit the online market.

Blockbuster’s strength was in its existing customer base from the local video stores. It

allowed Blockbuster to become the second largest online DVD rental store, bundling online

service with local store discounts. Netflix’s competitive advantage of information service

for quality signaling allowed capturing and retaining the leading position.

Table A.18 shows how market growth was accompanied and affected by the evolution

of the subscription service characteristics. As the number of competing services increased,

one can observe that consumers were switching to plans that allowed subscribers to keep

more DVDs. The variety also went up substantially — from about four thousand titles

at the end of 1999 to more than fifty thousand by 2005. The average number of delivery

centers went up from 1 to 36, making delivery much faster. Nowadays DVDs are delivered

within one business day in the majority of destinations.

3.4.2 Estimation Results and Welfare Analysis

The results of several BLP–style specifications are in Table A.20. The two–stage GMM

estimation procedure involves optimization of the quadratic form of the moment conditions

weighted by the inverse of the instruments’ product and then by the inverse of the moments’

variance evaluated at the estimates from the previous iteration. I report the quasi–first–

stage regression which helps understand the performance of the instruments in Table A.19.

The majority of the instrumental variables are the BLP–inspired demand–side instruments

described above. They are conventionally good at dealing with the unobservable variation

in product characteristics due to competition, e.g. in quality.

The only supply–side instrument is USPS postage. It is useful to recall the history of

postage increases and its possible effect on the cost structure and competition. The first
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change in postage (see Table A.17 and Table A.18) roughly coincides with the introduction

of new subscription plans by Netflix. There were no other firms on the market back then.

Any increase in the postage would make local–store–based business (Blockbuster, Holly-

wood Video) comparatively more cost–efficient. This would influence the inside–outside

goods shares distribution. The second increase in postage, also favoring the in–store busi-

ness, was followed by a quarter–lagged price increase by Netflix, subsequent entry by

Blockbuster and Wal–Mart, and a price war. Unfortunately, these are the only available

supply side instruments. The correlation between price and postage is 0.103.

I first report results under the assumption of no endogeneity – that is, I use Z jt =

(X jt, p jt,∆ jt). The second column has results from GMM estimation where the set of instru-

ments Z jtis defined as in Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995). The third column has results

from regression where the set of instruments includes — and the mean utility depends on

— the set of time–invariant brand–specific fixed effects as in Hausman (1994). While I

have data on several tariff plans for all three firms, the short sample does not allow me to

efficiently estimate ξ j for all subscription plans simultaneously and I estimate a single in-

tercept for Walmart, Blockbuster, and some plans from Netflix. In this specification I have

to drop the number of DVDs at–a–time variable. Finally, I estimate two specifications with

random coefficients. In specification RC1 I have random coefficients on the constant and

price. The final specification has a random coefficient only on price.

Table A.20 reveals that the marginal value of wealth is positive, as demonstrated by

the negative estimates of the price slope. It varies between 0.034 and 0.205 depending on

specification. The value of an information system varies from 0.141 to 0.289 depending

on specification. Statistical significance depends on the number of parameters I estimate.

Note, that estimates in the model with brand fixed effects generally have higher standard

errors. According to my results consumers put a positive value on the speed of delivery

(positive estimate of the shipping centers slope) and like subscription plans with higher

number of DVDs at a time.

The subscription plan fixed effects disaggregate the constants of other specifications
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into relative (un)popularity of plans. Also note, that the standard deviation of the constant

in specification RC1 is statistically zero — thus I restrict the final specification to have a

random coefficient only on price (RC2).

Figure B.13 consists of three graphs showing the dynamics of monetary value of the

ratings system. Note that the random coefficients model RC2 and the Fixed effects models

predict that the dollar value of Netflix’s signaling mechanism went up from 0 to around 4

dollars. The random coefficients model RC1 suggests a lower value that peaks at about 3

dollars. In other words, consumers that use the ratings system might get an additional 3–4

dollar value.1

I compute and report in Table A.21 own– and cross–price elasticity for Netflix (N 1 –

7) and Blockbuster (BB 3 – 5). The elasticity of demand is very close to -1, which means

that consumers are comparatively insensitive to price changes. The cross–price elasticities,

estimated to be rather low, give an idea about the substitutability of subscription plans.

Similar plans from two firms are not necessarily equally substitutable. For instance, the

cross price elasticity of 3–at–a–time plans is just 0.002. The only obvious exception is the

8–at–a–time plan. On the other hand, several plans are comparatively better substitutes, for

instance Netflix’s 7 and Blockbuster’s 8, Netflix’s 5 and Netflix’s 6, 7, and 8.

Using the first order conditions (3.10) I compute markups and marginal costs implied

by the estimated model and by actual market prices. Further, I solve the system of first

order conditions (3.9) for the new vector of prices given simulated marginal costs under

the assumption that Netflix had never set up the ratings system. Simultaneously I simulate

counterfactual mean utilities and market shares. Finally, I calculate variable profits (3.8)

for two regimes using respective prices and market shares. Some results of this exercise

are presented in Table A.22.

Without information from ratings Netflix’s market share would be lower by about 40%

and prices would be a little higher, on average. On the other hand, Blockbuster’ marker

1Surprisingly, it approximately coincides with the projected value of Blockbuster’s free in–store DVD
service bundled with the online subscription plans.
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share decrease would be smaller — just about 27% — while the increase in prices would

be substantial. On the other hand, with ratings, Netflix is able to earn much higher profits

while Blockbuster has comparatively lower profitability. To better understand how the rat-

ings system affect performance of the firms, I plot the actual computed and counterfactual

quarterly variable profits for all three firms (Figure B.14). While both Blockbuster and

Wal–Mart lose when Netflix uses the ratings system, Netflix itself benefits considerably.

Moreover, this additional value increases with time.

The main question of this research is who benefits more from the ratings system —

consumers or Netflix. I calculate and plot the total quarterly compensating variation and

the difference between the projected actual and the counterfactual quarterly variable profit

of Netflix (Figure B.15). Let us first assume that the fixed cost is zero. In this case, until the

beginning of 2005 consumers enjoyed slightly higher benefits from the ratings system. Af-

terwards producer surplus was slightly higher. Finally, in the end of 2005 consumers share

of the total welfare increased substantially compared to Netflix’s variable profit. Now, to

answer the question about whether we should create more incentives to introduce such sys-

tems in other markets I need to know the fixed cost. However, it is obvious that Netflix

does have incentives to set up and use the rating system that resolves consumers’ uncer-

tainty about the quality of the movies.
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3.5 Conclusions

The Internet is an important tool allowing accumulation and dissemination of massive

amounts of information. Recognizing this, producers set up systems that collect feed-

back of early adopters of a product to resolve uncertainty about product quality for the later

adopters. Netflix, an online DVD rental service, benefits from such ratings system.

In the second chapter of my dissertation I have quantified the value of ratings informa-

tion for consumers. In this part, I used the value of information as an input in the BLP–style

subscription plans discrete demand model. This model allows me to estimate the marginal

value of wealth and use it in computing the monetary value of information from ratings.

From 1999 to 2005 this value increased from about zero to about $4 per month.

According to my results, if fixed costs are not accounted for, both Netflix and its con-

sumers benefit from the rating system. The variable profit and the compensating variation

grow at same rate. Without its ratings system, Netflix would lose some of its customers and

would have lower profits while the profit of competitors would rise. To answer the question

about the optimal policy one needs to incorporate into the analysis the fixed costs necessary

to implement the ratings system.
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Appendix A

Tables

Table A.1. USA: DVD & VHS rentals, in millions.
Year DVD VHS Total
1999 24 3741 3765
2000 246 3720 3966
2001 616 3309 3925
2002 1200 2600 3800
2003 1230 1410 2640
2004 1750 842 2592
2005 2100 414 2514

Table A.2. Summary of Netflix weekly data matched with attributes
Variable Mean (Std. Dev.) Min. Max.

Movie identifier 8884.2 (5121.8) 1 17770
Week identifier 27.7 (14.9) 1 52
Year identifier 2003.5 (1.5) 1999 2005
Weekly quantity of rated returns 51.2 (187.2) 1 11988
Netflix avrage rating 3.1 (0.5) 1 5
NumRat — running sum of rated returns 3338 (10246.5) 1 232944
Release date in STATA format 15151.2 (714.8) 13575 17357

N 1650303
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Table A.3. Variables
Variable Details
s jt Weekly share of a title in the overall weekly market
s0t Weekly share of the outside good
s j|gt Share of title j in group g (e.g. The Matrix in the group of

all new Sci-Fi/Fantasy films among Netflix titles)
q− j|gt Total amount of weekly returns of competing titles in group

g
c− j|gt Weekly count of competing titles in group g
cage− j|gt Total age of other films in group g
sg|ht Share of group g (e.g. all new Sci-Fi/Fantasy films among

Netflix titles) in group h (all Sci-Fi/Fantasy films among
Netflix titles)

q−g|ht Total amount of weekly returns of competing group in
group h

cage−g|ht Total age of competing group’s films in group h
sh|it Share of group h (e.g. all Sci-Fi/Fantasy films among Net-

flix titles) in group i (all Netflix titles)
q−h|it Total amount of weekly returns of competing groups in

group i
cage−h|it Total age of films of competing genres in group i
(t − r j) Age of a title in weeks: current date minus the release date
NumRat jt Word of mouth: the running sum of rated returns by the end

of a week
ANR jt Average Netflix Rating: the running average of all ratings

observed by a customer
NEW jt Dummy that equals 1 if a movie is new
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Table A.4. Summary statistics of the sample used in estimation
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Movie identifier 8883.659 5121.821 1 17770
Year identifier 2003.468 1.467 1999 2005
Week identifier 27.692 14.903 1 52
Rating 3.111 0.531 1 5
Word of mouth 3288.557 10105.924 1 232046
New 0.258 0.437 0 1
Age 131.698 97.342 0 459
Theater 0.039 0.193 0 1
ln(s j) -17.122 1.77 -19.616 -9.769
ln(s0) -0.002 0.002 -0.005 0
ln(s j) − ln(s0) -17.12 1.77 -19.616 -9.763
ln(s j|g) -7.41 2.095 -12.422 0
ln(sg|h) -2.335 1.314 -11.78 -0.693
ln(sh|i) -0.556 0.384 -2.014 -0.143
ln(q− j|g) 9.564 1.852 0 12.422
ln(q−g|h) 11.72 1.384 1.946 13.6
ln(q−h|i) 11.419 1.117 2.398 13.6
cage− j|g 110745.104 120101.983 0 427460
cage−g|h 684055.644 561103.767 110 1927348
cage−h|i 233006.46 438525.393 194 1933050

N 1650021
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Table A.5. Genres transformation
MMM Genre Netflix Genre MMM Genre Netflix Genre
Action/Adventure Action/Adventure Horror Horror
Action/Comedy Action/Adventure Music Music/Musicals
War Action/Adventure Musical Music/Musicals
Western Action/Adventure Opera Music/Musicals
Animation Animation/Anime Fantasy Sci-Fi/Fantasy
Anime Animation/Anime Sci-Fi Sci-Fi/Fantasy
Family Children/Family Ballet Special Interests
Drama/Silent Classics Dance/Ballet Special Interests
Silent Classics Special Interest Special Interests
Comedy Comedy Exercise Sports/Fitness
Comedy/Drama Comedy Sports Sports/Fitness
Late Night Comedy TV Classics Television
Satire Comedy Mystery/Suspense Thriller
Documentary Documentary Suspense/Thriller Thriller
Drama Drama Thriller Thriller
Foreign Foreign

Table A.6. Frequency of Netflix genres in data
Netflix genre Freq. Percent
Action/Adventure 222,195 13.47
Animation/Anime 55,388 3.36
Children/Family 46,771 2.83
Classics 3,770 0.23
Comedy 372,627 22.58
Documentary 61,561 3.73
Drama 384,359 23.29
Foreign 67,992 4.12
Horror 108,257 6.56
Music/Musicals 69,984 4.24
Sci-Fi/Fantasy 83,426 5.06
Special Interests 14,360 0.87
Sports/Fitness 3,733 0.23
Television 34,601 2.1
Thriller 120,997 7.33
Total 1,650,021 100
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Table A.7. Baseline model: FE logit (1) and IV FE nested logit (2-4); time
dummies estimates are not reported.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Rating -.1974472* .0065139* .0148063* .0194121*
(.0036862) (.0010637) (.0010493) (.0010491)

Age .0095647* .0187921* .0175574* .0175083*
(.0000372) (.0000124) (.0000137) (.0000137)

Age2 5.77e-06* -3.44e-06* -6.31e-07* -8.45e-07*
(8.53e-08) (2.64e-08) (3.13e-08) (3.14e-08)

Age ∗ I(> 1999) -.0011175* .0005444* -.0001613* -.0002898*
(.0000633) (.0000185) (.0000186) (.0000186)

Age2 ∗ I(> 1999) -7.39e-06* -3.16e-06* -5.12e-07* -8.48e-08
(2.26e-07) (6.63e-08) (6.63e-08) (6.64e-08)

NumRat 5.30e-07* 4.66e-06*
(3.01e-08) (6.17e-08)

NumRat2 -4.15e-11*
(5.42e-13)

New -.1306717* -.1273069*
(.0014367) (.0014348)

Theater .2433469* .2375238*
(.0010912) (.0010919)

ln(s j|g) .9865274* .9733097* .9702654*
(.0002313) (.0002387) (.0002416)

ln(sg|h) .9605699* .9466085* .9450674*
(.0010089) (.0009914) (.0009898)

ln(sh|i) .865011* .7573888* .7586202*
(.001064) (.0016785) (.0016756)

cons 1.026829* 2.359312* 2.291579* 2.283601*
(.0283273) (.0081679) (.0080169) (.0080032)

R2Ad j. .440048 .9535465 .9553187 .9554787
N 1650021 1650021 1650021 1650021

Standard errors are in parentheses; * — (p > |t|) < 0.001
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Table A.8. Summary statistics of the consumer sample.
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Number of movies 171.3 69.6 85 494
Total weeks 138.4 59.1 23 312
Outside good weeks 63.4 48.5 0 259
Number of consumers 13510
Total number of choices 3169881

Table A.9. Movies by genre.
Genre Number of movies Share
Action 1,054 13.7
Adventure 309 4.0
Animation 236 3.1
Biography 207 2.7
Comedy 1,824 23.7
Crime 393 5.1
Documentary 512 6.6
Drama 1,918 24.9
Family 147 1.9
Fantasy 72 0.9
Horror 352 4.6
Music 133 1.7
Musical 63 0.8
Romance 86 1.1
Sci-Fi 87 1.1
Thriller 179 2.3
Western 55 0.7
Others 78 1.0
Total 7705 100.0

Table A.10. Summary statistics for time–invariant movie attributes.
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Release year 1992 14 1914 2005
Number of ratings in Netflix database 11523 24050 3 232944
Number of ratings in IMDB database 9156 22195 5 363293
Budget in million US$ 15.618 19 0 200
Box office in million US$ 26.229 72.423 0 1835.3

N 7705
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Table A.11. Summary statistics for the time–varying variables.
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

Week 219 65.8 1 312
Movies age (days) 4064.0 4633.5 0 33196
The average Netflix rating 3.3 0.5 1 5
The number of raters (thousands) 8855.0 16487.5 1 232046

N 532682

Table A.12. SML estimates of three specification: (1) no learning, (2) with learning and
different priors according to genres, (3) with learning and different priors for budget–genre
categories.

No Learning Priors Genre Priors Genre/Budget
Constant -11.904 ( 0.035 ) -24.722 ( 0.015 ) -24.725 ( 0.014 )
Age 0.705 ( 0.009 ) 0.104 ( 0.001 ) 0.012 ( 0.001 )
Age2 -0.068 ( 0.001 ) -0.033 ( 0.001 ) -0.027 ( 0.001 )
New titles 1.749 ( 0.005 ) 1.622 ( 0.002 ) 1.600 ( 0.001 )
IMDB popularity 0.363 ( 0.001 ) 0.182 ( 0.005 ) 0.186 ( 0.005 )
Budget -0.036 ( 0.001 ) -0.045 ( 0.001 ) -0.030 ( 0.001 )
Gross box office 0.032 ( 0.001 ) 0.031 ( 0.001 ) 0.031 ( 0.001 )
Marginal utility of quality parameter 2.403 ( 0.018 ) 2.407 ( 0.017 )
Mean prior beliefs 1.439 ( 0.009 ) 1.428 ( 0.009 )
Standard deviation 0.193 ( 0.028 ) 0.199 ( 0.027 )
Rating–to–signal transformation
Scaling parameter 0.062 ( 0.017 ) 0.061 ( 0.017 )
Additive parameter 1.415 ( 0.009 ) 1.414 ( 0.009 )
Standard deviation 0.107 ( 0.013 ) 0.105 ( 0.012 )
Relative precision 0.667 ( 0.001 ) 0.717 ( 0.001 )
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Table A.13. SML estimates of prior beliefs with priors according to genres (columns 2 –
3) and with different priors for budget–genre categories (columns 4 – 9)

Budget,$ million > 80 5 – 80 < 5
Animation 1.357 ( 0.008 ) 1.274 ( 0.007 ) 1.367 ( 0.004 ) 1.450 ( 0.012 )
Horror 1.402 ( 0.010 ) 1.442 ( 0.005 ) 1.400 ( 0.012 ) 1.418 ( 0.013 )
Action 1.404 ( 0.004 ) 1.329 ( 0.005 ) 1.411 ( 0.011 ) 1.432 ( 0.007 )
Fantasy 1.409 ( 0.012 ) 1.475 ( 0.004 ) 1.458 ( 0.008 ) 1.331 ( 0.009 )
Music 1.410 ( 0.004 ) 1.521 ( 0.006 ) 1.385 ( 0.004 )
Thriller 1.418 ( 0.004 ) 1.413 ( 0.013 ) 1.414 ( 0.005 )
Documentary 1.422 ( 0.005 ) 1.428 ( 0.010 ) 1.434 ( 0.013 )
Adventure 1.425 ( 0.008 ) 1.380 ( 0.009 ) 1.418 ( 0.006 ) 1.508 ( 0.012 )
Musical 1.433 ( 0.007 ) 1.396 ( 0.010 ) 1.566 ( 0.007 )
Romance 1.434 ( 0.004 ) 1.427 ( 0.005 ) 1.514 ( 0.012 )
Biography 1.440 ( 0.012 ) 1.252 ( 0.009 ) 1.431 ( 0.006 ) 1.517 ( 0.014 )
Others 1.444 ( 0.010 ) 1.503 ( 0.009 ) 1.426 ( 0.012 )
Comedy 1.448 ( 0.011 ) 1.373 ( 0.007 ) 1.436 ( 0.005 ) 1.470 ( 0.009 )
Crime 1.456 ( 0.006 ) 1.379 ( 0.004 ) 1.451 ( 0.012 ) 1.503 ( 0.007 )
Drama 1.458 ( 0.005 ) 1.342 ( 0.010 ) 1.445 ( 0.006 ) 1.488 ( 0.013 )
Family 1.458 ( 0.010 ) 1.322 ( 0.005 ) 1.490 ( 0.009 ) 1.403 ( 0.008 )
Sci-Fi 1.468 ( 0.005 ) 1.437 ( 0.007 ) 1.459 ( 0.013 ) 1.507 ( 0.006 )
Western 1.474 ( 0.009 ) 1.471 ( 0.009 ) 1.438 ( 0.013 )

Table A.14. Computation of the posterior mean quality.
Week Prior Av. Rating Votes (’000) υE[δ j|r jt,R jt]

Marry Poppins 221 1.46 3.8 0.005 16.09
312 1.46 4.1 55.348 18.34

The Matrix 1 1.426 4.4 0.074 16.15
312 1.426 4.2 140.227 18.41

When Worlds Collide 255 1.46 2.7 0.009 16.09
312 1.46 3.6 1.850 17.67
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Table A.15. Distribution of movie choices by genre — actual and simulated
Genre Actual (%) Simulated without

ratings (%)
Simulated with rat-
ings (%)

Action 20.9 14.14 21.3
Adventure 5.38 4.31 5.55
Animation 2.62 1.34 3.78
Biography 4.08 3.61 4.09
Comedy 27.26 28.59 25.17
Crime 7.45 7.09 6.2
Documentary 2.28 2.96 2.95
Drama 23.06 28.65 22.91
Family 0.66 0.98 0.78
Fantasy 0.47 0.39 0.52
Horror 2.19 2.45 2.45
Music 0.11 0.26 0.17
Musical 0.37 0.42 0.34
Romance 0.77 0.91 0.92
Sci-Fi 0.67 1.26 0.69
Thriller 1.26 1.5 1.4
Western 0.17 0.37 0.22
Other 0.3 0.77 0.54
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Table A.16. The distribution of the simulated chosen movies by release date with and
without ratings.

No ratings (%) With Ratings(%) Difference (%)
Older than 1980 3.89 4.72 -0.83
1980 0.38 0.44 -0.06
1981 0.32 0.43 -0.11
1982 0.4 0.46 -0.06
1983 0.46 0.5 -0.04
1984 0.54 0.68 -0.14
1985 0.66 0.71 -0.05
1986 0.61 0.78 -0.17
1987 0.76 0.9 -0.14
1988 0.75 0.94 -0.19
1989 0.82 1 -0.18
1990 0.83 1.02 -0.19
1991 0.96 1.01 -0.05
1992 1.14 1.26 -0.12
1993 1.55 1.68 -0.13
1994 1.59 1.83 -0.24
1995 1.9 2.25 -0.35
1996 2.21 2.15 0.06
1997 2.38 2.54 -0.16
1998 3.02 3.18 -0.16
1999 3.71 3.76 -0.05
2000 3.97 4.12 -0.15
2001 5.47 5.37 0.1
2002 7.12 6.95 0.17
2003 8.92 8.51 0.41
2004 32.39 31.4 0.99
2005 13.25 11.41 1.84
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Table A.17. Subscription demand data — market growth
Date Subsribers Netflix Blockbuster Wal–Mart Average Price
Dec-99 107000 1.00 0.00 0.00 15.95
Mar-00 240000 1.00 0.00 0.00 17.95
Jun-00 400000 1.00 0.00 0.00 17.95
Sep-00 480000 1.00 0.00 0.00 17.95
Dec-00 1168000 1.00 0.00 0.00 25.95
Mar-01 1196000 1.00 0.00 0.00 25.95
Jun-01 1232000 1.00 0.00 0.00 25.95
Sep-01 1336000 1.00 0.00 0.00 25.95
Dec-01 1824000 1.00 0.00 0.00 25.95
Mar-02 2412000 1.00 0.00 0.00 25.95
Jun-02 2680000 1.00 0.00 0.00 25.95
Sep-02 2968000 1.00 0.00 0.00 25.95
Dec-02 3428000 1.00 0.00 0.00 25.95
Mar-03 4208000 1.00 0.00 0.00 25.95
Jun-03 4588000 1.00 0.00 0.00 25.95
Sep-03 5164000 1.00 0.00 0.00 25.95
Dec-03 5948000 1.00 0.00 0.00 25.95
Mar-04 7818000 0.99 0.00 0.01 25.87
Jun-04 8792000 0.95 0.03 0.01 30.07
Sep-04 9996000 0.89 0.09 0.02 29.86
Dec-04 12150000 0.86 0.12 0.02 26.90
Mar-05 20658000 0.88 0.11 0.01 30.33
Jun-05 22626000 0.85 0.13 0.02 30.15
Sep-05 24552000 0.88 0.12 0.00 31.11
Dec-05 32853000 0.89 0.11 0.00 28.05
All 0.97 0.03 0.00 28.51
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Table A.18. Subscription demand data — product attributes.
Date # of Plans DVD at a time # of Titles Price Shipping C. Postage
Dec-99 1 3.0 3700.0 15.95 1.0 33
Mar-00 2 4.0 5200.0 17.95 1.0 33
Jun-00 2 4.0 6100.0 17.95 1.0 33
Sep-00 2 4.0 8500.0 17.95 6.0 33
Dec-00 4 4.5 10000.0 25.95 6.0 33
Mar-01 4 4.5 10100.0 25.95 6.0 34
Jun-01 4 4.5 10200.0 25.95 6.0 34
Sep-01 4 4.5 10300.0 25.95 6.0 34
Dec-01 4 4.5 10400.0 25.95 6.0 34
Mar-02 4 4.5 11500.0 25.95 6.0 34
Jun-02 4 4.5 11500.0 25.95 11.0 34
Sep-02 4 4.5 12000.0 25.95 11.0 34
Dec-02 4 4.5 13500.0 25.95 13.0 34
Mar-03 4 4.5 14500.0 25.95 16.0 34
Jun-03 4 4.5 15000.0 25.95 18.0 34
Sep-03 4 4.5 15000.0 25.95 20.0 37
Dec-03 4 4.5 18000.0 25.95 21.0 37
Mar-04 7 4.5 17965.5 25.87 24.8 37
Jun-04 10 4.5 20102.4 30.07 26.1 37
Sep-04 10 4.5 24819.9 29.86 27.8 37
Dec-04 10 4.6 29758.0 26.90 28.6 37
Mar-05 12 5.2 38576.8 30.33 29.8 37
Jun-05 12 5.1 48017.8 30.15 33.1 37
Sep-05 9 5.2 48778.1 31.11 34.4 37
Dec-05 10 4.7 53904.2 28.05 36.2 37
All 8.88 4.78 35290.40 28.51 27.91 36.51
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Table A.19. IV first stage linear regression
Coefficient Standard Error

# DVD at a time 4.901 0.204
# of Titles 0.000 0.000
# of Shipping centers -0.083 0.114
Value of Information 0.207 0.745
# DVD at a time, market 0.303 0.185
# DVD at a time, firm -0.204 0.213
# of Titles, market 0.000 0.000
# of Shipping centers, market -0.247 0.082
Number of plans, market -0.290 0.625
Number of plans, firm 0.859 1.000
USPS postage 0.543 0.356
Constant -19.476 11.686
Adjusted R2 0.950
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Table A.20. Subscription Demand, GMM estimates (SE in parentheses)
Basic IV FE RC1 RC2

Price -0.101 -0.034 -0.090 -0.205 -0.122
( 0.026 ) ( 0.013 ) ( 0.020 ) ( 0.143 ) ( 0.187 )

# DVD at a time 0.906 0.612 0.746 0.689
( 0.138 ) ( 0.056 ) ( 0.190 ) ( 0.092 )

# of Titles -0.020 -0.203 -0.249 -0.116 -0.155
( 0.040 ) ( 0.017 ) ( 0.093 ) ( 0.077 ) ( 0.083 )

# of Shipping centers 0.094 0.086 0.098 0.090 0.089
( 0.009 ) ( 0.005 ) ( 0.012 ) ( 0.011 ) ( 0.014 )

Value of Information 0.289 0.228 0.141 0.240 0.223
( 0.065 ) ( 0.027 ) ( 0.106 ) ( 0.053 ) ( 0.072 )

Constant -9.929 -10.154 -9.547 -9.166
( 0.496 ) ( 0.162 ) ( 3.618 ) ( 2.041 )

Netflix 1 and 2 -7.161
( 0.799 )

Netflix -8.809
( 3.452 )

Netflix -3.886
( 0.723 )

Netflix -4.475
( 1.056 )

Walmart -5.275
( 0.406 )

Blockbuster -7.558
( 0.350 )

s.d. of Constant 1.517
( 2.272 )

s.d. of Price 0.090 0.048
( 0.065 ) ( 0.066 )
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Table A.21. Price and Cross-Price Elasticities for Netflix (N) and Blockbuster (BB) sub-
scription plans in 2005

N 1 N 2 N 3 N 5 N 6 N 7 N 8 BB 3 BB 5 BB 8
N 1 -0.884 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.001 0.001 0.003
N 2 0.002 -1.289 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.007 0.010 0.002 0.002 0.006
N 3 0.002 0.003 -1.471 0.005 0.007 0.010 0.014 0.002 0.003 0.008
N 5 0.003 0.005 0.007 -1.783 0.018 0.027 0.043 0.003 0.007 0.024
N 6 0.004 0.005 0.008 0.015 -1.728 0.036 0.059 0.004 0.008 0.032
N 7 0.003 0.005 0.009 0.017 0.028 -1.624 0.074 0.004 0.010 0.041
N 8 0.003 0.005 0.009 0.020 0.032 0.053 -1.493 0.004 0.011 0.049
BB 3 0.003 0.003 0.005 0.006 0.008 0.012 0.018 -1.570 0.003 0.010
BB 5 0.003 0.005 0.007 0.012 0.018 0.027 0.043 0.003 -1.789 0.024
BB 8 0.003 0.005 0.009 0.020 0.032 0.053 0.090 0.004 0.011 -1.533

Table A.22. Market share (s), prices p), marginal cost (mc), variable profit (π), and differ-
ences between actual and counterfactual for Netflix (N) and Blockbuster (BB) subscription
plans in the third and fourth quarters of 2005

Plan p po mc s so π πo π − πo

2005q3
N 2 11.99 12.03 1.54 0.0018 0.0010 2.11 1.15 0.96
N 3 17.99 18.17 5.63 0.0021 0.0011 2.83 1.57 1.26
N 5 29.99 31.34 11.39 0.0035 0.0019 7.11 4.09 3.03
N 6 35.99 40.18 12.86 0.0050 0.0025 12.82 7.46 5.36
N 7 41.99 44.34 13.48 0.0077 0.0042 24.29 14.42 9.87
N 8 47.99 43.87 13.52 0.0124 0.0086 47.30 28.71 18.59
BB 3 17.99 18.64 6.20 0.0010 0.0010 1.36 1.44 -0.07
BB 5 29.99 33.70 12.53 0.0017 0.0016 3.37 3.69 -0.32
BB 8 47.99 74.02 16.00 0.0063 0.0040 22.12 25.40 -3.28
2005q4
N 1 7.99 7.97 -1.51 0.0016 0.0009 1.68 0.93 0.74
N 2 12.99 13.05 2.29 0.0019 0.0010 2.22 1.25 0.97
N 3 15.99 16.12 4.39 0.0028 0.0016 3.60 2.04 1.56
N 5 29.99 31.42 11.59 0.0038 0.0021 7.85 4.65 3.20
N 6 35.99 40.37 13.16 0.0055 0.0028 14.02 8.42 5.60
N 7 41.99 45.40 13.88 0.0085 0.0046 26.40 16.18 10.21
N 8 47.99 45.01 13.99 0.0136 0.0093 51.17 32.13 19.03
BB 3 17.99 18.67 6.30 0.0013 0.0013 1.66 1.76 -0.10
BB 5 29.99 33.71 12.78 0.0021 0.0019 4.02 4.44 -0.41
BB 8 47.99 74.36 16.54 0.0074 0.0047 25.92 30.05 -4.12
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Appendix B

Figures

(a) Massive sleeper representing the Net-
flix’s clientele growth.

(b) New blockbuster decay pattern

(c) Typical sleeper

Figure B.1. Various movies patterns
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Figure B.2. Nested Logit Structure.

Figure B.3. Normalized weekly dummies with imposed 2006 structure of the market and
without (flat) as compared to actual normalized 2006 weekly shares structure.
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Figure B.4. The effect of ratings by genre.
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(a) One year

(b) Long time span

Figure B.5. The effect of ratings on demand during one year and during the whole lifetime
of movies — estimates of slopes of age-ratings interactions. Dotted lines are confidence
intervals.
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Figure B.6. The effect of ratings on demand for different number of ratings — the estimates
of slopes of number of ratings–average ratings interactions. Dotted lines are confidence
intervals. Logistic number of ratings scale.
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Figure B.7. The effect of ratings on demand for different number of ratings — the esti-
mates of slopes of the final number of ratings–average rating interactions. Dotted lines are
confidence intervals. Bars represent the shares of the movies (right axis). Logistic final
number of ratings scale
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Figure B.8. The effect of ratings on demand as a function of weekly ratings — the esti-
mates of slopes of the final number of ratings–average rating interactions. Dotted lines are
confidence intervals. Logistic scale.
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Figure B.9. Feedback ratings patterns of 4 typical consumers used to calculate average
ratings and the amount of ratings submitted
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Figure B.10. Trimmed feedback ratings patterns of 4 typical consumers used to construct
consumption choices
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Figure B.11. Average rating patterns of 5 typical movies.
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Figure B.12. The value of information from ratings.
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Figure B.13. Monthly monetary value of ratings information from three specifications:
Basic, Instrumental variables (iv), and Instrumental variables with fixed effects (fe).
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Figure B.14. The comparison of the simulated variable profits with the ratings system and
without.
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Figure B.15. The comparison of the consumers’ and producer’s welfare gains.
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